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ROCKLAND DELEGATES

BREAD COSTS LESS

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Report a Fine Session of the

but it has more real nourish
ment per pound than any oth
er food.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME MEWS

Subscription 83 00 per year payable la «4raace; single coplee three cente.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation sad
rery reasonable.
Communications upon topics ot general Inter
est are solicited.
Entered at the poetoflloe ln Bockiand for cir
culation at second-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 460 Main Street. Buckland, Maine.

White, fine, delicious bread
at a comparatively insignifi
cant cost is easily made of

Peerless Flour

NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Bockiand Oasette was established ln
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Oasette ln 1882.
The Tree Press was established ln 1855, and
In 1881 changed Its name Io the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March IT, 1887.

“Standard of the World”
The helpful book “Easy Bread Making,” which
is more than a recipe book, will be sent to any
housewife upon receipt of request by The Har
desty Milling Co., Dover, Ohio, or
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The secret of happiness Is never to —
— allow your energies to stagnate—Adam —•
—• Clarke.
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MERLYN WAS SECOND

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
Distributors
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We now have the Maine Centennial Half
Dollars for sale at 50 cents each.
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PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK

STREET

We do first class Laundering in a

One of the best races at Lewiston
last week was the 2.16 trotting, which
began Thursday and was completed
Friday. The bay mare Merlyn, owned
by George W. Bachelder of Rockland,
took two of the five heats, and did
one of them in 2.17%, but the race was
won by Eva Frisco, which had to
travel In 2.14% to get the big end of
the purse. The Lewiston Journal thus
describes the race:
“The third race, the 2.16 trot, with
only three starters took five heats to
decide. In the first heat, run Thurs
day, Merlyn was first, with Neptune
Boy second ajid Eva Frisco, third.
In the second heat, the first to be run
Friday, Neptune Boy broke at the
start. Eva Frisco took the pole away
from Merlyn on the stretch and they
passed the half mile post in one, two,
three order. Merlyn broke on the
home stretch and Neptune Boy fin
ished second to Eva Frisco.
In the
third heat, Eva Frisco led all the way
to the home stretch when Merlyn
stepped out and beat her by half a
length, Neptune Boy finishing a poor
third. In the fourth heat, Merlyn took
the pole at the pole at the first turn
and held it to the home stretch when
Eva Frisco turned the tables again by
stepping out and beating the Bachelder
horse Simmons up.
Neptune Boy
again finished third and was ruled
out. The fifth and final heat was a
duplicate of the fourth except for the
fact that Neptune Boy was not on the
track. Merlyn took the pole at the
first turn and held it to the final
stretch only to have Eva Frisco breeze
by for the decisive win even though
Driver Simmons carried Driver Nick
erson out into the middle of the
track.”

SANITARY LAUNDRY

NO CLASS LEGISLATION

CALL 1 70
PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I think the writer from Matinicus
has given us the correct status of the
Maine lobster law. The State has no
right to deprive one of its citizens of
the means of livelihood and give the
same right to other citizens. As the
writer further says, it is 'not the right
of the lobster, but the right of the
citizen, that is before us now. Equal
rights under the law. You open up a
Broad field when you tell one class
of your citizens and tax-payers what
they shall not do as a means of live
lihood. It is to be hoped someone
will test the law.
Justltia.
Boston, Sept. 17.

MM!ian«anam^
START RIGHT
Order your lumber from our se
lected stock and the building will
be a sound, lasting structure.
Time and labor cannot make up
for poor material. The difference
in cost between the best lumber
and the ordinary grade is slight.
Let us figure your list and prove
that quality is the surest econ
omy.

A carload of horses belonging to
Robert Law, Jr., of “Roxmont" was
shipped by express yesterday to New
York.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Volume 76,.................. Number 111.

OLD HANDTUB RENEWS YOUTH

When the Sun Used Frequent

Federation of Women’s The Albert R. Havener Once Fought Rockland Fires—
Now Extinguishes Muster Opponents.
Clubs In Castine.
Rockland’s delegation to the annual
session of the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs returned to Rockland
the last of the week delighted with
the success of all the meetings and
more than charmed with the hospital
ity shown by the people of Castine.
They speak with special pleasure of the
automobile tour of the ancient and
historic town, Thursday afternoon,
when ex-Senator William A Walker,
armed with megaphone and a grist of
interesting data, acted as guide.
Nearly 25 automobiles, laden with
delegates, figured in this personally
conducted tour.
Rockland was represented at the
Federation meetings hy Mrs. J. Frank
Rich, who not only was a delegate
from the Methebesec Club, but is a
member of the Federation’s public
health committee. The other dele
gates from Rockland were Mrs. Jen
nie Bird, Mrs. Annie Simhions and
Miss Catherine Coburn, president,
delegate and alternate respectively, of
the Progressive Literary Club; Mrs.
E. B. S.lsby, delegate
from
the
Shakespeare Society and Mrs. Ruth
Elllngwood, president of the Methe
besec Club.
Mrs. William P. Walsh was unable
to attend, but her report as chairman
of the Literary and .Library Extension
committee was read. Mrs. Walsh re
ported that her committee had con
centrated its work on the United
States government, urging the fed
erated clubs to make this a subject
of serious study. Good citizenship
requires an understanding of the
United States Constitution, the law
of our nation. There is a problem of
Americanization for the native Amer
icans as well as for the foreign born.

Do champions come back?
Hand-tub
Albert R.
Havener,
known in every New England State
ind New York, under four different
names, answered the age-old query
with an emphatic affirmative on
Labor Day, when it threw a stream of
229 feet 6% inches at the Randolph
muster, and established the season's
record in New England
The Albert R. Havener is a Button
engine, with 10-inch side stroke and
double air chamber. It was built in
1872 for the city of Rockland and

The report of the Public Health
committee wag given by Mrs. Porter
of Old Town, chairman. The other
members of the committee are Mrs. J.
Frank Rich of Rockland and Miss
Mary Greely of Ellsworth, two able
women who have done valuable and
valued work not only in the Feder
ation but in other organizations. Mrs.
Porter began by telling the women
that no department in the Federation
needed such careful study and wise
council as that of public health, there
being such difference of opinion on
many of the subjects calling for ac
tion, so many lay men ready to ex
press views that it needed much wis
dom to know what to espouse and for
this reason this committee deemed it
wise to isk the Maine Department of
Public Health of Maine to send to
each club in the Federation instruc
tive printed matter.
This was done
and from It besides many other things
the club women learned that without
money and without price they could
have lectures, some of them illus
trated, on health topics, and the many
clubs that improved this opportunity
report good results.
One of the most interesting person
ages at the convention was Mrs. May
nard Ladd of Boston, who was in
Paris during the war, making masks
for soldiers who had been disfigured
in battle. Her work was done with
marvelous skill and men who would
otherwise have been unsightly for life,
have resumed their vocations and
many have married, Mr. Ladd's sub
ject was “Art In Its Relation To Life.”
Mrs. William E. Brewster of Dexter,
president of the Federation urged the
importance of every wife and mother
exercising the privilege of voting, in
her annual address. The part which
the clubs may exercise in contribut
ing to the direction of educational and
other advantages in the community
was also emphasized, and in this con
nection she made a strong plea for the
scholarship fund of the Federation.
The Americanization work now being
emphasized also came in for consider
ation and she interestingly outlined
the varied program which the State
organization is giving support and
direction to in its varied features.

Here she is, folks! The hand-tub Alb
swept the field at the Randolph m
the old bird.
christened Gen Berry in honor of the
city’s most distinguished Civil War
hero, Maj. Gen. Hiram G. Berry, who
fell at Chancellorsville. Built not as
a plaything, but for practical fire
fighting service, the Gen. Berry did
gallant work at many fires until re
placed by more modern apparatus,
and among the older citizens are not
a few who still thrill at tho mention
of the tub's name, for they served on
the brakes on many memorable occa
sions. One of those veterans is John
Lurvey, who also helped pump at the
Randolph muster. Among the well
known citizens who served other days
as foremen of the Gen. Berry were T.
S. McIntosh, Vinai Wall and Alfred
Eugley.
In 1886 the tub was sold to the Ashhurnham, Mass., fire department, the
purchaser being Francis Tighe, who
afterward became chief engineer of
the Rockland fire department, and who
had the pleasure, at the age of 91, of
riding behind the tub in the Old Home
Week procession the present summer.
Ashburnham
changed the tub's
name to Geyser and thus it remained
after its purchase by the East Prov
idence Veteran Fireman’s Association
in 1897. As a competitor ln many New
England musters while under the
ownership of the East Providence As
sociation, it became widely known—
t.nd respected. It had seven records
of better than 200 to Its credit, its
licst play being 234 feet, %-inch made
In Providence Aug. 16, 1906. It won
the "long distance" prize in Lawrence
Mass., in 1903, and the "best appear
ance" prize of a silk flag at the
I,eague muster in Providence Aug. 16,
1906, in a field of 47 machines.

MABEL F. LAMB
Teacher of Piano
Effa Ellis Perfield Method
Telephone 786-M.
10?Tu&Satll6

RINGS
DEPOSIT ALL COUPONS
AND DIVIDENDS
promptly to your credit with the
Rockland National Bank, then they
will start earning more interest for you—and
soon you will have a good size fund working
for you day and night.

Resources
1905
{399,000.00

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

1910
$984,000.00

The Rockland National Bank

1915

$1,357,000.00

Rockland, Maine

1921

MEMBER FEDERAL 'RESERVE SYSTEM'.iMl

$2,752,000.00

Buy by the
name and
kvoid mistakes

4

Per Cent

Paid on Savings Accounts

Deposits Your Money

the proper tools count. K & W tools are essential.
They are dependable :—Embody most advanced
harvesting ideas.
Our 176 Page Book on Things Agricultural is a big help.
Send for a copy. It’s free. Ask your dealer for K&W
goods. Write us; if none in your town.

Why Not You

Kendall &’ Whitney, Portland, Me. - Est. 1858
TIME TO THINK OF WINTER WORK SUPPLIES.

Finest Line Shown in
Knox County

JAPANESE JADE

JEWELRY

OREL E. DAVIES
106tf

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

SECURITY

5/2%

DIVIDENDS
8INCE 1907

TRUST COMPANY
Union
Warren

Vinalhaven

8hares in the 68th Series new en sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAIN!

kSold By
BURPEE & LAMB
Sole Agents

ly To Be Over the Fore
yard.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The recent announcement in the
daily press, that the famous4 schooner
yacht America, the sportiest vessel in
the world, had commenced her last
trip—hound for the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, where she is to become a
memorial to American supremacy
with sailing
craft—brings to my
recollection the time, some 40 years
ago, when she visited our harbor. At
that time she was the property of
Gen. Benjamin F. Butler.
The America has had a most check
ered career. Built in New York in
1851, she was the winner of the Royal
Yacht Squadron Cup, afterward, the
American Cup, in a race around the
Isle of Wight, defeating 17 English
yachts. She has had many owners.
In 1861 she was owned by parties in
Savannah, Georgia, and was named
the Memphis. She was conveying rep
resentatives of the Confederate Navy
to England, and was sunk in St.
John's river, Florida, to avoid capture.
In 1862 she was raised, served In the
blockade off Charleston and assisted
In several important captures.
In
1863 she was assigned to the Naval
Academy as a practice vessel for ca
dets. In 1875 ghe was condemned hy
order of the Secretary of the Navy,
and sold to General Butler.
She
sailed ln many races and won many
trophies.
At the time of the yacht's visit to
Rockland Gen. Butler informed Major
George W, Kimball (who was then
ert R. Havener, nee Gen. Berry, which Postmaster here) that he would be
pleased to entertain a party of the
uster. Gosh! We're some proud of Major’s friendR aboard the yacht. The
Major included me ln the small party
of friends—all now passed from
of the minor prizes at the Topsham these scenes, but living in my
The General
muster, but later in the Rockland affectionate memory.
muster met with mishaps which ne sent a boat ashore for us, met
us at the gangway and welcomed us
cessitated considerable repairs.
Undiscouraged, the Rockland Vet on board. He took us to every part
eran Firemen’s Association took the of the yacht, exhibited the various
machine to Randolph, and had the trophies she had won, including the
satisfaction, not only of winning first famous Queen's Cup, which occupied a
money, but of defeating the Senator prominent position in the after cabin.
Baxter hand-tub of Bath, which for As we were all seated around the
several seasons had been drowning table the General remarked:
• • • •
out its opponents right and left. It
“Gentlemen, If I were not a lawwill endeavor to repeat the perform
ance if there is a muster in Bath abiding citizen, and knowing full well
that I am in a prohibition state, I
Armistice Day.
• • • •
would oftsr you some liquid refresh
The Rockland Veteran Firemen's ment.”
One of our party replied: “General,
Association has about 150 members,
most of whom do not know the brakes if you had been in my office about two
from the air chambers, but all of hours ago, I could have shown you
whom are as proud of their posses hoW to evade the law."
A broad smile Illuminated the feat
sion as a child with a new toy.
Al
bert R Havener is president, Harold ures of the noted General, and calling
A. Thomas is secretary and Charles li. the steward he said:
"Go on deck and tell the captain the
Nye is foreman of the tub
.
The Association owes its existence, sun is over the fore-yard.”
Evidently the captain understood
in no small measure, to the enthusi
asm, persistence
and
generosity this nautical phrase, for he immedi
shown by ex-C'hief Havener, whose ately came down into the cabin with
faith in the tub has never faltered in a most satisfied expression on his
spite of the apparent belief on the weatherbeaten face.
‘Gentlemen,’’ said the General, "I
part of many persons that the It. V. F.
have whiskey, brandy, champagne,
A had bought a “lemon."
Foreman Nye has been a member of wine and some of my good friend Col.
the Rockland Fire Department since Jonas French’s old New England
1884, with the exception of a very brlpf rum, which to my certain knowledge
period. He is the present foreman of has circumnavigated the globe twice;”
the N. A Burpee Hose Co, and has al and turning to me he added: "Young
so belonged to the James F. Sears man, what will you have?" Without a
and Gen. Berry hose companies. “I'm moment's hesitation, 1 replied:
'General, I will try a little of that
having the best time of my life now,”
he told The Courier-Gazette reporter old rum."
Placing his hand on my shoulder, he
after the Labor Day victory in Ran
said: “Young man, you have excel
dolph.
lent Judgment."
The steward produced some quaint V,
and elegant glasses, each with the
THE YACHT AMERICA
figure of a duck cut in Its side. Hold
The Famous Retires After Long and ing one up, the General remarked:
"Gentlemen, the rule in drinking
Interesting Career.
out of these glasses is to pour enough
The last voyage of the yacht Amer liquid in the glass to bring it up to the
lea Is occasion for pardonable pride breast of the duck—Just enough for
him to swim in.”
among the yachtsmen of this and
I watched the General pour his, but
other New England cities as well as probably his eyesight was a bit de
an event of general interest to all fective, for he put the duck below
Americans who know the history of water—literally drowned him. That
the boat that brought to this country rum was smooth ns oil, but had some
the trophy now known as the Amer kick to it. I noticed the majority of
ica’s cup, which, despite numerous nt our party followed my choice of re
tempts to “lift” it, has since been re freshment.
But that was many, many year*
tained on this side of the water. It
A. I. Mather.
is the last voyage of the America, but ago.
It is one that leads to a port ln which
the venerable craft will find safe an
The Penn-Alto, a new mllllon-dollar
chorage and deserved recognition hotel In Altoona, Penn., was opened
That the America is making a trip last week with a banquet attended by
which will resemble a triumphal 600 prominent Pennsylvanians. Mau
' progress as she goes from port to port rice P. Neighbor, who was formerly
and that hereafter she is to be the located In this city, is secretary of the
I property of the United States with Blair Hotel Co., which owns the es
Annapolis as her home, 19 due to the tablishment.
I initiative of Boston men, and to the
| generous support which has been given
j the movement that they inaugurated YOUR FAVORITE POEM
They have saved the America and
dedicated her to a further career of
Whatever your occupation may be and how
usefulness as a monument to glorious
yesterdays in a noble sport, and an ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a Jew minutes every day
inspiration not only to the yachtsmen for refreshment of your’Inner life, with a bit
of today and tomorrow but to all of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
others who are concerned with Amer
ican success and prestige upon the
FLOW GENTLY, SWEET AFTON
seas.

The East Providence Association
sold the tub to the George W. Clark
Engine Association of Hoosac Falls,
and the name was changed to O. W.
Clark. It had no notable achieve
ments to its credit in New York State,
but its reputation survived, and when
the Rockland Veteran Firemen's As
sociation was organized last year, it
took preference with the purchasing
committee over the several other ma
chines which were considered.
After being brought to Rockland it
was renamed Albert It. Havener, in
honor of the man who was then chief
of the Rockland Fire Department.
Manned by a green crew it won one

Flow gently, sweet Afton, among thy green braes.
Flow gently, I’ll sing thee a song In thy praise;
My Mary's asleep by thy murmuring stream.
In every county in Maine except Flow gently, sweet Afton, disturb not her dream.
Aroostook, in which the event has al Thou stock-dove whose echo resounds thro* the
glen.
ready taken' place, preparation is be Yo wild whistling blackbirds In yon thorny den.
Thou
green-crested
lapwing, thy screaming for
ing made by the boys' and girls’ agri
bear,
cultural and home-making clubs for I charge you disturb not my slumbering fair.
their annual county contest, when ex
lofty, sweet Afton, thy neighbouring hills j
hibits of their products will be shown How
Far mark'd with the courses of clear winding
and prizes awarded, based on the ex
rills;
cellence of the season’s work.
The There dally I wander, as noon rises high.
dates of the various county contests My flocks and my Mary's sweet cot in my eye.
are as follows:
How pleasant thy banks and green valleys below.
Sept. 27, Somerset at Skowhegan Where wild in tho woodlands the primroses
;
Sept. 30-Oct. 1; Oxford at South Thereblow
oft as mild evening weeps over the lea.
Paris; Oct. 7 and 8, Washington at The sweet-scented birch shades my Mary and
Machias; Oct. 14 and 15, Hancock at
me.
Ellsworth, York at Sanford, Piscata
Thy crystal stream, Afton, bow lovely It glides,
quis at Dover and Foxcroft; Oct. 21 And winds by the cot where m.v Mary resides;
and 22, Waldo at Belfast, Cumberland How wanton thy waters her snowy feet lave.
at Portland; Oct. 28 and 29, Andros As, gathering sweet flow'rets, she stems thy
clear wave.
coggin at Auburn, Franklin at Farm
Ington; Nov. 4 and 5, Sagadahoc at Flow gently, sweet Afton, among thy green braes,
Bath, Kennebec at Augusta, Nov. 11 Flow gently, sweet river, the theme of my lays)
My Mary's asleep by thy murmuring stream.
and 12. Knox and Lincoln at Rock Flow
gently, sweet Afton, disturb not her dream,
land; Nov. 18, Penobscot at Bangor.
crMort Buns.

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS

—HAS PAID—

Rockland
1

“It is the duty of every wife and
mother who respects her home and
values her children to vote at every
election for officials who will protect
that name and safeguard the rights of
every member of the community,”
said Mrs. Brewster.
“Upon club
women this obligation rests with es
pecial force because they are in an or
ganized body of trained and intelli
gent women, whose purpose is mutual
improvement and the advancement of
humanitarian ideals. Each state fed
eration holds ‘n its hands the power
to solve its own prtblems, therefore
our federation must be strong.”
Mrs. Brewster then explained that
the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs is made up of 160 clubs with a
membership of about 6000, and with
19 departments.
The convention closed Saturday
morning with a business session and
election of officers. It was voted to
raise an endowment fund of $5000.
Officers elected were: Mrs. J. H.
Huddilston of Orono, president; Mrs,
Florence W. Danforth of Skowhegan,
first vice president; Miss Anna C.
Witherlee of Castine, second vice pres
ident; Mrs. A. E. Chittenden of Au
burn, secretary, and Mrs. C. B. Porter,
Old Town, treasurer.

Somebody

At Harvest Time When Every Day Counts

IN FAR-OFF DAYS

Page Two
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ROCKEFELLER S GIFT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Forms Big Start For Fund

Rockland, Maine, 8ept. 20. l«il.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Sept. 17.
1921. there was printed a total of 5.922 copies
Before me,
FKAXK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Which L. Wilbur Messer Is
Helping Raise.
General Secretary L. XV.

W. J. XIoore, President of the Amer
ican Bond & Mortgage Co. declare
that "the worst is over.” He finds
that "leaders in industry and com
petent observers ef commercial and
industrial trends are united in agree
ment on the fact that the country ha:
passed through the depths of de
pressions and is now on the upgrade
His recent survey discovers a decided
betterment in the steel situation, and
steel is the barometer of business.
The railroad situation is easing a bit
the real esate market is good, here
promise of increased building oper
ations, and there is a lessening of the
interest rate.
He adds that "the
prospect of taxation legislation I
Congress before the beginning of 192;
is also cheering’"

Commenting upon the recent al
lusion in this column to Lest We For
get CommitteesTa correspondent sub
mits the following paraphrase of the
famous war poem. Il lias a partieuli
bearing upon the lied Cross campaign
just now before the people of Rock
land.

BOYS’

The silver cup awarded as first prize
to the champion in the annual golf
tournament, was won Saturday at the
Country Club hy Louis E. Wardwell ot
Camden, a member of the club,
runner-up prize of a dozen golf balls
went to Col. Harry Ross of this city,
and a similar prize was won by D. H
Buffum as winner of the beaten eight,
XX’. S. Rounds as runner-up, receiving
a half dozen balls.
The tournament ran off smoothly,
several close matches were staged and
in unusual amount of interest was
exhibited. One match deserving spe
cial comment in the first round of
play was that between George C.
Large and Victor P. Hall. With the
lead changing from one to the other of
the contestants during the IS holes,
they finally ended with a tie and were
obliged to play extra holes, the last
being won by Hall. XV. S. Rounds
made a creditable showing in his final
match as runner-up of the defeated
eight, his most notable achievement
being a three on number six at a cru
cial point in the match.
Irrespective of the fact that every
body could not win a. prize, the tour
nament was thoroughly enjoyed by all
the participants and it is hoped that
all golfing members of the club will
turn out next Saturday to take part
in a sweepstake tournament. A slight
rivision in the club handicaps will be
made, end it is planned that every
body will start from the first tee with
equal chances for an appropriate prize.
The club cup, a large and beautiful
silver trophy donated by XIr. Cole of
New X'ork,- bears the name t of N.
Cook Sholes, winner for 1919, David H.
Buffum, winner, for 1920, and tile name
of XIr. Wardwell, the 1921 winner, will
now be added. Tlie clip remains the
property of the club until some player
thrice wins the annual match, when
the cup passes into his possession.
Making a Storm.
Looking at n wind and rain s>rm
on the screen, does everyone know that
the wind is made by a large truck with
propellers in front that whir! at a ter
rific speed while high overhead a ’e>se
pours down the driving rain?--New
York Evening Post.

..BURPEE FURNITURE CO.L.Z

Join The

County Attorney Dwinal Disposing of Long Docket—
Main Street “Nuisance Cases” This Afternoon.

September Glenwood Club

And have your Glenwood Rango delivered at once. Come in and see the
The criminal docket was taken up in cultural Association, came to Mr.
Supreme Court yesterday, and cases Thurstun and requested the keys to,
new Gold Medal Glenwood with Gray Enamel
the pavilion. The request was refused,
are being disposed of as rapidly as
it was indicated that Xfr. Xlank at
County Attorney Dwinal can present that time believed that the building
A WONDERFUL
was the property of the Association,
them.
Joseph Simonton of Rockport was and he accordingly informed XIr. Thur
RANGE FOR COAL
ston that if the keys were not forth
acquitted on the charge of single sale,
coming the trustees would take pos
the principal witness for the State be session anyway.
Subsequently the I
WOOD OR GAS
ing Elmer Graffam. XI. A. Johnson was building was actually entered forcibly. •
counsel for the respondent. A similar and XIr. Thurston’s goods set out of
Although it is less than four feet long
doors. It was the plaintiff's contention i _
case against James Simonton was con
it can do every kind of cooking for the
that XIr. Mank, either personally or by i g
tinued to the January term.
an agent acting for him and the otherl
average family.
The next trial was State vs. Lillian trustees, was responsible for the break
Breen, also charged with single sale, ing and removal of goods. The de -,
Club Terms $2 a Week
i the State’s chief witness again being fense was a denial of any such action j
I Elmer Graffam. The jury returned a by XJr. Xlank, or that he authorized
Your old stove taken as part payment
verdict of guilty, after being out un- any other person to do so. Verdict was
for a new Glenwood.
' til 8.30 last night. Frank A. Tirrell for the plaintiff, damages assessed at
$152.66. Thompson und Emery for the
■ for respondent.
FREE—A Glenwood Rango for some
Two indictments are pending against plaintiff; Payson for defendant.
club member. Ask the salesman for
j Albert E. Whipple of South Hope—
Leaman H. Langley of Rockland vs.
; single sale and search and seizure. The
particulars.
' former case is now on trial, witli E. Hollis Galley of Tremont. Parties are
I
C. Payson representing the respondent. fishermen, and in November of last
Ralph Cuthbertson. Fred Cuthbert- year swapped boats. Some time after
SPECIAL
son and Rowland Locke, indicted for the trade was made, plaintiff heard
SPECIAL
stealing cigarettes and salted peanuts that the boat he had acquired was ac
Decorated Dinner Set, floral pat- Electric Table Lamp, metal base,
! from St. Clair & Allens’ factory were tually the property of another man for
tern with gold band, 100 pieces, ’ amber panel glass shade, cord
sentenced to ten months each in jail, whom XIr. Galley had been working at
----- t— m -------------,ns.
gale ! and
socket
complete.
Sale
service
but the sentence was suspended and Tremont. XIr. Langley testified that
price
they were placed in charge of Proba he then returned the boat to its origin
tion Officer Clark for one year. George al owner and demanded his old boat
Milne indicted on the same charge re back. Galley neglected to return it,
tracted his police court plea of guilty, and it soon after went ashore in a
but confessed to robbing the Xlaine storm and was wrecked. This suit was
Central freight car. The ease against brought to recover tho value of the
him was continued to the January boat.
Defense claimed that the boat which
term.
Ernest Cayton and Percy Gray were Galley traded was his own, sold to him
No better time than now to select one. Have music in your home over
sentenced to 60 days each, in the by his former employer and about twocounty jail, for the larceny of cider thirds paid for. and witli no mortgage
the
holidays.
from the Blake garage building, but or other encumbrance to prevent his
making a swap. His version of the
were placed on probation.
There was to have been a trial on subsequent incidents was that Lang
$100 full size Cabinet
nn appealed ease alleging intoxication, ley brought back to Tremont the craft
Phor.opraghs for ....
but when the hour arrived, the man he had acquired and wanted to trade
was so drunk that it required two offi hack. This being satisfactory to Gal
ley, he consented, and it was through
cers to lug him from the courtroom.
weekly will place one
The cases alleging nuisance against Langleys’ own negligence that the
your home.
other
boat
was
not
taken
care
of
as
the owners of property in the XIain
street burned district will be tried this j he had actually repossessed himself of
it. X’erdiet was for defendant. Camp
afternoon.
Join the'Columbia Record Club,
bell for plaintiff; Withee for defend
12
selections, your own choosing.
Ethel E. Thurston vs. Llewellyn ant.
Xlank. XIr. Thurston was the owner
After adjournment yesterday tlie at
of a building on the Union Fair
grounds, which was used during the torneys and court officials hied to
few days of the fair as a dancing pa Xluekross Inn, Rockport, where a com
vilion, but which he used during the plimentary banquet was given to As
remainder of the year as a, storhge sociate Justice L. B. Deasy, whose
place for his wagons, sleighs, lumber popularity in Knox county increases
and other farm materials. Shortly be- as the term is prolonged. A report of
fore the 1920 fair Mr. Mank, as one of the festivities will appear in ThursPLAYER
the trustees of the North Knox Agri- day's issue.

SCHOOL 1

SHOES
Extra Value

*21.98 jprice

*14.50

Edison and Columbia
Phonographs
$85

i

S

Federal, J.
PRESCOTT & THAYER
MAKE

$2

a WEEK
DOWN

PIANOS

PIANOS AND

L. E.

BLACKINGTON
Clothing & Shoe Dealer

SHERIFF’S LONG RIDE

Results In Capture of Burkettville Man Wanted On Forg
ery Charge.
Sheriff Thurston and Deputy Sheriff
XIorgan motored to Appleton Sunday,
and returned via Litchfield with at/
unexpected guest, and after a very unexpected extension of their trip.
The county authorities had been
looking several days for William XI.
Caswell of Burkettville, who is charged
in their warrant with having forged
the name of J. A. Shaw to four checks
amounting to $119, made payable to
himself. By merest chance Sunday the
sheriff learned that the man had gone
to Litchfield, and thither they went.
The result was the arrest of Caswell
at the home of a relative, where he
was soundly sleeping,
A hearing before Judge Xiiller was
ln order this forenoon.

Dream Lore.
For a Aian to drcain of rending a
newspaper indicates that he will be
successful in whatever he undertakes,
become very rich and arrive at great
honors in the state. To a maid it de
notes that she will marry a man who
will become rich and powerful and
Hint her children will be people of
great consequence.
To dream you
buy or sell them denotes bard work
and small profit. To dream of one
printed in a foreign language denotes
a letter from afar.

=

WE ARE THE MAIMED
In Flanders fields we do not lie
where poppies grow and larks will fly
Forever singing as they go
Above the bodies, row on row.
of those whose dill) was to die
We are the maimed Death did deny
Its solace. Crippled, blind, we try
Tu find on earth ’lie peace they know
lu Flanders fields.

Forget its not as years go l»y.
On your retueinhranee we riiy.
For love that sees the hearts ln-low
Our broken bodies, else wo grow
To crave our jwace with those that lie
in Flanders fields.
.1. B. Faunce.

Capital is nothing more than accu
mulated savings of surplus production.
Lenine and Trotsky couldn't sec any
use for capital, sir they set in to de
stroy it. Russia is without a surplus
of production and without means of
carrying on production to the extent
needed for current consumption. The
Russian people know now the im
portance of capital.

THIRD LOAN BONDS

We Save You From $50 to $l 50

i

PULPIT HARBOR

‘'Competition is intense only down below.Kaufman.

And the man will stay down below, unless he
gets up and hustles. To make the hustle ef
fective the right appearance (right clothes)
is a big factor in his favor. The right clothes
are right here at tho right prices. Special
business suits for young men at >25. to $45.
Special value Ulster $39.50.

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

The Lowest Prices and Most Convenient

Coupons
Interest
Semi-Annual
Lime rock Pomona held a most en
Terms for Immediate Delivery
Amount To >77,419,240 Now Being
joyable and interesting meeting with
Paid.
North Haven Grange last Saturday,
Approximately $9,500,000 is being about 100 were present and all pro
FURNITURE CO.
disbursed by the United States Treas
nounced it the best meeting ever held.
361 Main St., Rockland
ury in the First National Reserve Dis
trict in payment of the semi-annual in- Pleasant River Grange sent over a,
terest coupons on Third Liberty loan deegation of 18 good loyal grangers S,.___ ..
bonds. According to official figures w^ile the Castine brought 30 from
......... .
aZJi.ufl
on Xlay 31 there was $3.643.-6.,.lo0 o Gam(j,,n
gome of the latter might 9
this issue of Lrtxriy bonds outstanding in the entire country. The entire have lost their dinner before r.-achlng
FRESH
KISSES
interest on this will amount to < the main land as the bay was very
$77,419,240 which reinvested would rOugh in the afternoon. There was
PEANUT BUTTER STRAWBERRY MOLASSES
yield an income of about $4,000,000. | p|eny to eat as js ajWayg the case with
Many people are taking a lan age grangP meetings of this kind. On acPINEAPPLE VANILLA
of government sating securit es as a , eount o( the rain the program was cut
means of reinvestment for the interes , 6j10rt but it wag yery inter.esGng The
JELLY DROPS, 27c LB.
received from their holdings in Liberty , next mpeting will be wRh st George
bonds thus keeping their capital at , G,.ang„
work. This soon brings independLeigh
Witherspoon
and
family
ence and takes care of the lean years j visited at Vinalhaven over Saturday.
when the power to earn has weakened
The Nortons, who have been occupy
or ceased.
Rockland, Met
ing their cottage through the summer
Opp. Waiting Room
season, left Monday. The Lamonts
EfflUHKB
also have closed their cottage.
NORTH HAVEN
H. T. Crockett has rented his cot
tage to Xir. XIorrison. the new assist
Xliss
Xlae
Greenlaw,
assistant ant light-keeper of Goose Rocks.
teacher in the High School, spent the
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
XI rs. F. R. Greenlaw of Deer Isle.
XIrs. Walter Quinn visited the past
week with relatives and friends in
Vinalhaven.
A baptism with.a short service was
held at the Beach Sunday.
H. T. Crockett has recently repaired
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
*
Full Information on Raquost
the little Philbrook house and a family
are soon to occupy it.
any business day during office hours.
Wedding bells are still ringing in
HENRY L. DOHERTY & CO.
town. Although the bells are not al-1
.
S. A. DAHLGREN
.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
was easily located.
CAMDEN, ME.
10C‘lt"
A goodly number from Owl's Head |
were in town Friday evening to give a
dance in Calderwood's hall which was
well attended. The orchestra from
X’inalhaven furnished the music.
Mr. and XIrs. Thad Carver were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. XL Noyes a
few days last week.
Xliss Chase, secretary at Franklin
Square. House, Boston, is spending her
vacation here.
CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
XIrs. Beulah Bray is a guest of her
mother, XIrs. Abbie Mills.
Mrs. Albert Adams is visiting In
Camden.
PRE-INVENTORY
Xliss Doris Brown has returned to
New England Conservatory of Xlusic.
Harry Webster who has been visit
ing his parents has returned to New
STOCK REDUCTION SALE
York.
Xliss Dorothy McDonald, who has
been spending the summer with her
parents, has returned to Boston.
Mr. anti Mrs. Elmer Carver have
moved into the aparment over Water
Our business year closes October I st. Before taking inventory next
man's store.
XIr. and Mrs. James Lewis and son
week we offer our customers theentire line of Gifts at a
have returned to Portland where Xir.
Lewis’ school opens this week.
saving of 25% on every dollar’s worth
The Republican club will hold
meeting,,next Wednesday at 3.30
of goods purchased.
Library hall. It is hoped that all who
are interested will be present.
You remember that Tea Set, Glass, Pottery, Art Object, Tray,

Burpee

MADE

CHISHOLM BROTHERS

Is Your Money™
w Earning 9%? |
AS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

I

■9 2-5% Is Possible with Safetyi

I

I

Picture, you have wanted so long; why not have

OWL’S HEAD

DIVIDED ROAD MONEY

At a joint meeting of the selectmin
of Owls Head and South Thomaston
yesterday, it was agreed to divide the
road money apportioned by the town
and State in tlie proportion of throfifths for Owls Head anil two-fifths
for South Thomaston. The town had
appropriated $533 and there was forth
coming from the State $708.89. together
wtih $406.90 of so-called third-class
road money. The division would give
Owls Head $989.27 and South Thomas
ton $659.52. The assistant engineer of
tlye Stale Highway Commission, XIr.
Barrows: and the assistant engineer in
charge of maintenance. Mr. Doherty,
wqre in consultation with the Owls
Head selectmen this forenoon, with a
view to seeing how (he money can best,
be SJ*’»U
- - ____ _____

...... Z,

TRYING CRIMINAL CASES

Messer of)

Chicago, who has just completed his j
summer vacation at "Lands End" near
YESTERDAY'S CAMPAIGN
Crescent Beach, is one of the seven
ustees who have charge of the re
• Speaking in manner of metaphor.
The Courier-Gazette’s'hat is off to the tirement fund, whereby Y. Xi. C. A.
cretaries who have passed the age
devoted band of men and women who
yesterday gave up their time and of 60, will be retired, if they wish, up
energy in unselfish devotion to the on a percentage cf the salaries which
welfare of Rockland. It is no light they have averaged in the last 10 years
task in these times of general reaction of their service. The remuneration to
received by long term secretaries
and lassitude to enlist the interest of amounts to virtually half pay.
the whole people in matters of com
There are now in this country 5200
. XL C. A. secretaries, 3700 of whom
munity service. The amount desired
ive joined the retirement plan. They
lor local woik of the Red Cross and
pay in 4 per cent of their salaries each
Salvation Arm}-, a total of $7500, was
ear and the Association adds a simi
not large in comparison with the im lar amount.
pending needs of the'community, but
The trustees of the proposed fund
under all the circumstances it is mat were by the National Y. XL C. A. conention, and they huiie to see the plan
ter for congratulation that $4000 was
n operation within a year. The goal
in so short a time as one day sub has been given to the movement by
scribed by
generous and patriotic John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and the Rock
citizens. All honor to them—and es efeller Foundation, which have jointly
contributed $1,000,000.
There have
pecially to those who out of their nar
also been two gifts of $100,000 each.
row means gave with relative liber
The retirement fund it is believed,
ality. The dollar from the man out of will furnish an additional incentive
work, or the woman struggling against toward the recruiting of college men,
want, bulked very large in the general who are being asked to give their
lives to Y. XI. C A. work.
eclieme of giving.
Upon the eve of his return to the
West Xir. Messer received a letter
Great enthusiasasm attended the from Howard Williams of London,
impromptu reception accorded Presi England, a son of Sir George Williams,
dent Harding at Atlantic City hy founder of the Young XIen's Christian
Association, witose 100th birthday an
members of the Fifth Division who are
niversary is soon to be celebrated by
holding a reunion there. It was strik the Y. XI. C. A. College of Chicago.
ing evidence of the appreciation felt The son was obliged to decline an in
by former service men for the efforts vitation to be present but he sent
greetings which showed that his heart
of the Administration in their behalf.
is in the great work which his father
In spite of the charges by certain aunched when he summoned to
partisan Democrats that the Repub gether 12 kindred spirits to see what
licans have not done their duty to the could be done for the welfare of the
veterans, those men know that every stranger within London’s gates
An exact reproduction of the his
form of Telief for them has been pro torical rooms in London where the
vided that is within the proper sphere Y. XI. C. A. had Its beginning, has
of Federal aid.
Hospitals, reedu been produced by the Y. XI C A. Col
cation, and insurance have all been lege in Chicago.
granted without stint, and legis
WON BY WARDWELL
lation has been enacted greatly sim
plifying the process by which the
soldier is put in touch with the relief Camden Member Gets Cham
agencies. Those facts are known by
pionship Cup In Golf Tour
every man who lias taken the trouble
nament.
to ascertain them.

Over nine million dollars worth
iexports for the United States were
declared from the Fort of Callao for
the half year ended June 30th last
compared with about $23,000,000 worth
for the same period ended June 30
1920. These exports consisted of cop
per, vanadium, and other .minerals,
quite an appreciable amount, of sugar,
cotton, (the long staple variety) cot
.tonseed cake, wool, hides and skins
All raw materials which go through
the mills. The reduction in our con
sumption of these materials Because of
industrial depression is reflected
this trade with Peru. When the taxes
are revised we may expect to see
much of this trade pick up. Peru is
one of our most interesting neighbors
with whom we should cultivate the
maximum possible trade.

Every-Other-TTay

1921.

Xir. and XIrs. Vinai Perry returned to
their home in Dorchester on Saturday.
Xliss XIargaret Perry, who has spent
the summer with her grandfather. XV.
H. Perry, returned with them.
Mrs. Edward Hayes and children of
Glencuve are guests of Mrs. I. A. Post.
The millinery sale will be in the
Bain building on Thursday.
A number of persons enjoyed a
moonlight excursion tn North Haven
last Friday. It.was a fine night and
ail had a good time.
Owls Head Inn is closed. Mrs. B. A.
Truscott and Mrs. Hazel Sparred and
son returned to their home in XVorceter Sunday. They motored through
and N. A. Tiffany drove the car.
Miss Beulah Merriam is at home
from Glencove.
______________
I.
Jud Tunkinq.
Jud Tunkins says nature puts
tiough scales on a fish to give It more
nf a bathing ^ulf than some human
beings wear.

*

it now and save money.

25c SAVED ON EVERY $1.00
FOUR DAYS ONLY

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
OF THIS WEEK

E H. CRIE COMPANY
410 Main Street

3G
I
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Calk of the town

Page Three

“IT GETS MY GOAT”
Said Albert Increase Mather,
But Scottish Rite Veteran

MMINQ NEIGHBORHOOD EVERT!
Sept. 21—Knox County Sunday School Asso
ciation holds annual convention at Baptist
Church in Warren.
Sept. 20-21—Annual Cattle Show and Pair of
St George's Agricultural Society in Montville.
Sept 21—Past Noble Grands Association
meets in Camden Y. M. C. A.
Sept. 21-23—State convention W. C. T. U. in
Greenville.
Sept. 24—Cake sale at Puller-Cobb-Davis
store, by Knox Hospital nurses
Sept. 26 (6 30 p. m , standard)—Adjourned
town meeting at Owls Head.
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Pair meets ln

Triumphed.

The meeting of Rockland Lodge of
Perfection Friday afternoon and even-1
ing was largely attended. A class of:
20 candidates received the degrees.
This meeting was given as compli
mentary to Albert I. Mather, who hus
Union.
been a Scottish Rite Mason 50 years,
Oct. 2—Standard Time resumed in Rockland.
Oct. 3—City Government meeting.
having received the degrees in Port
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Pair meets ln
land, Sept. 6, 1871.
Damariscotta.
Oct. 5—Tranquility Grange Agricultural As
The degree of Provost and Judge, to- ■
sociation meeta in Lincolnville.
Once again we will hold our September CJpan Up and offer
gether with an exemplification from
Oct 6-8-—Maine Music Festival at Bangor.
Oat. 10-12—"Maine Music Festival at Portland
the 4th to the 14th degree was given
our customers and patrons stupendous bargains in all depart
Oct 10-13—New England Branch Annual
in the afternoon. The 14th grade was
meeting of tho W. P. M. 8. at Rockland M. E.
worked in full in the evening. A mag
Church.
ments throughout the store. The next issue of The CourierOct. 15—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
nificent banquet was served at G.30 p.
meets with St. George Grange.
m. by the ladies of Golden Rod Chap
Oct. 15—Bates vs. Colby, In Waterville,
ter, O. E. S. These banquets have be
Gazette will contain full information as to our coming sale.
championship game.
Oct. 21—'Meetings of Rockland Lodge of Per
come famous with the Masonic fra- ■
fection and Princes of Jerusalem.
ternity, but this special one was most
Oct 22—Maine vs. Bates, in Lewiston ; Bow
elaborate and sumptuously served. At
doin vs. Colby, In Brunswick, championship
games.
each plate was a very unique carton,
Oct 24 (7.30 p. m.)—Opening of Woman’s
containing two fragrant and most ex
Educational Club, Gov. Baxter speaker.
cellent cigars, wrapped in tin foil,
Oct. 29—Maine vs. Colby in Waterville, cham
which were made especially for this oc
pionship game.
Nov. 5—Bowdoin vs. Maine, In Orono, cham
casion by the J. W.' A. Cigar Co., and
pionship game.
which bore the following inscription:
“Complimentary to Albert Increase
Weather This Week
Mather, 32 degrees, hy Rockland Lodge
Weather predictions for the week
1 of Perfection, A. A. S. R.”
in the North Atlantic States are:
The post prandial exercises were a
most fitting conclusion of the occasion.
Generally fair except for local showers
Thrice Potent Master J. A. Richan
toward end of week; normal temper
proved himself to be an adept in the
ature thereafter.
role of toastmaster. He introduced the
| following speakers: Morris L. Slugg of
Next week—Union Fair.
Belfast, 'William M. Colt of Burlington,
Vt„ H. E. Edwards of Jackson, Mich.,
Open time on ducks, brant, geese,
Canton Lafayette has a special
Charles M. Cook is In attendance
RAISED $4000
Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger of Vinal
coots, gallinules and jacksnipes went meeting Thursday night.
upon the Orland Fair this week.
haven and Rev. Walter S. Rounds of
into effect last Friday. Local hunters
this city. So many good and compli
\ There will be a meeting of the Sons Yesterday’s Successful Can
The Past Noble Grands Association are oiling up their guns.
mentary things were said by the
of Veterans- Auxiliary Wednesday.
will meet in Camden, at the Y. M. C A.
speakers regarding the long service of
vass
For
the
Red
Cross
and
Relief
Corps
members
are
requested
Circle
supper
served.
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. Mather, that when he was called
to bear in mind Thursday night’s
Salvation Army.
upon, the entire assembly arose and
meeting.
Refreshments
will
be
served,
The
last
of
the
baseball
dances
in
The Masonic Temple Association
gave him a most vociferous greeting,
hut
the
circle
suppers
will
not
be
re

the
Grange
hall
at
the
’
Keag
takes
will hold an important meeting at
and as he remarked, “It gets my goat.”
When
the
group
of
faithful
men
and
sumed
until
October.
place
next
Friday
evening,
with
Mar

Masonic Temple Thursday evening.
However, his usual good luck attended
ston at the b»t.
women canvassers started out yester him, and with the aid of two interest
All Masons are welcome.
Leroy D. Patterson is having his
day morning to raise $7500 for the ing and appplicable anecdotes, which
Mrs, Grace Wheeler is fast becoming
Theodore E. Perry who has been annual vacation from Moor's drug
local Red Cross and Salvation Army, were loudly cheered, he made the goal,
store.
His
associate,
the
versatile
popular
In
the
vocal
world.
Many
spending a fortnight’s vacation in Bos
and “got by" to the entire satisfac
cornetist,
is
now
turning
soda
with
hundred people were delightfully en they realized that under all the cir
ton and Swan’s Island has resumed
tion of his audience. He is undoubt
both
hands
and
never
skipping
a
tertained with her solos at Etna camp cumstances they faced a task of no
his duties as letter carrier nnd is rest
edly one of the most .popular Masons
word in the conversation.
meeting, where she was the soloist.
ing up a bit.
Inconsiderable proportions—but they in the State, and it is doubtful if there
went bravely at it and when reporting is another member of that great fra
A Rockland young woman whose place
At 8 o’clock Thursday evening at
Steamship Jolee, commanded by
ternity who has worked so long and
Capt. H. J. Philbrook, arrived at Las of employment is not many miles from the Christian Science church on Cedar at the noon hour found that on the whole earnestly for its welfare in Rockland.
Palmas Sept, 5, A post-card from where this item was written, walked street there will be a lecture by Prof. the response of citiaens had been very
The next session of the Scottish Rite
Capt. Philbrook states that he was in her sleep Sunday night and has a Hermann S. Hering, C. S. R., of Con good.
bodies will be held Friday, Oct. 21, with
sailing that night for Dakar, West beautiful black and blue spot on her cord, N. H., to which the public is in
The final returns tabulated at the meetings of the Lodge of Perfection in
nose to caution her against repeating vited. Prof. Hermann is a member of
African
the afternoon, and council of the
the proceedings.
the board of lectureship of the Mother day’s close reached in round figures
Princes of Jerusalem in the evening.
Church, of Boston, and a speaker of $4000. Some of the details are not at
S. T. Co.’s barge No. 4 docked at
The degree staff has under consider
George B. Wood, president of the recognized ability.
the Bicknell wharf this morning, and
this writing completed, but this re ation the presentation of another new
its decks were soon swarming with Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpo
ported sum pretty exactly represents degree, which has never been worked
The Epworth League has finished its
men who began discharging the large ration, was one of the speakers at the
the day’s work. That the total falls in this State.
Twilight
League
banquet,
Friday
vacation
and
resumed
its
evening
cargo of lumber with W’hich C. E.
Those who received the degrees Fri
short of the sum aimed at is not under
night,
and
his
promise
to
donate
a
meetings
Sunday
under
the
leadership
Bicknell will begin the ambitious
day afternoon and evening were: John
silver
cup
to
the
team
making
the
of
the
pastor,
Rev.
G.
E.
Allen.
Ralph
all
the circumstances surprising. C. Creighton and Maurice F, Lovejoy,
building program recently outlined in
this paper. The lumber ls from Sal most scores was hailed with much en U. Clark will be the leader next Sun Money is not plentiful, there is pros Union; Harold A. Gleason, Thomaston;
day
night.
,
thusiasm.
The
Lime
Company
did
not
mon River.
V.
pect of harder times in some quarters, Harold Ladd, Belfast; Dana B. Mayo
win a conspicuous place in the stand
and
many who under other circum and Harold I. Genthner, Waldoboro;
ing
this
year,
but
did
“
look
good
on
J.
N.
Southard.
Zenas
C.
Mevin
and
"Hearts of the World,” another
Charles O. Cunningham, North Edgesplendid Griffith production comes to paper,” and will have to be reckoned Dr. H. L. Richards start off on a stances would give liberally find it comb; Samuel W. Twombley, William
with
another
season.
notable vacation trip the last of next necessary to repress their natural
Park Theatre for Thursday and Fri
M. M. Hunter and William K. Chesley,
week. They go by train to Quebec,
day. Greater than "Birth of a Na
Wiscasset; August Peterson, Vinal
spirit of generosity.
tion” or "Intolerance,” they say.
Captain Ralph W. Brown, acting and after a period of sightseeing they
All praise is due to the contributors haven; Herbert T. Decker and Ross
under instructions from the adjutant will hike to Jackman, making the rest
W. Thompson. Northport; Victor F.
and to the faithful citizens who gave Atwood, John A. Karl, Louis Goldberg,
Nemo and Mitchell left town in the general’s office went to Vinalhaven of the journey by train.
early hour of Sunday morning headed Friday night and inspected what will
their time and effort unselfishly to the Donald P. McDonald, Philip Rosen
The Pleasant Valley Grange program
west, flying high and traveling fast be known as the 2d Company, C. A. C.,
work of the canvass. It is aJl for berg, Walter E. Snow and Arthur A.
in Nemo’s fliver. Niagara Falls, is after It receives federal recognition. tonight will deal in many interesting
Twaddle, Rockland; Chester A. Sweet,
the first stop. Good luck will surely be This will probably be forthcoming ways with the constitution of the Rockland’s good, through the activities West Boothhay Harbor.
theirs, as Nemo had on his plaid shirt, very soon, for Capt Brown’s report United States. Old fashioned cos of the Red Cross and the Salvation
was a highly satisfactory one. Fifty- tumes will be worn hy the members Army.
Special meeting of Aurora Lodge, F.
W. D. Mount, consulting engineer eight men have been sworn into the and the exercises will include some in
and A. M., will be held Wednesday
of the Glenmorgan
Company of new company and they constitute the teresting tableaux.
The awning over Weymouth’s candy night, for work on the Fellowcraft de
Lynchburg, Va. arrived Saturday, and (lower of the Island's young manhood.
store caught fire yesterday afternoon, gree.
The members of the Combination
is superintending the completion > of The probable officers will be: Leslie
from unknown cause, and was virtuthe six Northend kilns which have Dyer, captain;
Ambrose Peterson Chemical Engine Co. had a good i ally ruined. The department was
BORN
been under construction for the Rock 1st lieutenant and Bucfon Hall 2d reason for feeling sleepy yesterday called out.
Roberts—At Britt Maternity Home, Rockland.
afternoon,
having
put
in
nearly
30
con

Sept
19,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Percy I, Roberts of
land" & Rockport Lime Corporation lieutenant.
Flushing, N. Y , a soil—Nelson McDougall
secutive hours in relining the brakes
since last December. It is expected
Cigar ashes dropped on the side
Torrey—Natick. R. I, Sept. 9, Io Mr. and
and doing other necessary work on the
that the kilns will be filled this week,
Eugene W. Palmer celebrated his
walk near George D. Hayden’s resi Mrs George M. Torrey, formerly of Rockland,
and put in operation next week. Mr. 76th birthday Saturday by being at his apparatus. The boys feel a good deal dence on Mechanic street, yesterday a daughter—Shirley Gertrude.
of pride in this engine and give it the
Mount will remain a month.
usual post ln G. W Palmer & Son's
morning, started a tiny blaze, which
MARRIED
same faithful attention that a horse
jewelry store. Having been jn business
gave somebody an excuse for ringing
Morse-Swift—Thomaston, Sept 17, by Rev.
The 5th Company, C. A. C. ought to in the same block 51 years the force jockey gives his favorite trotter.
the fire alarm.
Roy H. Short, Edgar Lewiston Morse and Miss
have plenty of luck from now out if of habit was too strong to break. Mr.
Ada Louise Swift, both of Thomaston.
The Courier-Gazette’s exclusive story
there’s any virtue in mascots. While Palmer was confined to the house the
Clark-Reed—Dover, N. H , June 25, Leslie A.
The nurses of Knox Hospital are Clark
of Thomaston and Miss Bernice M. Reed
the hoys were at Fort Williams they early part of the week with a severe Saturday on the result of the post having a cake sale at the Fuller-Cobbof
Dover, N. H.
wooed and won the affections of a cold but was determined to be up and master examination has led to no end Davis store next Saturday afternoon.
of speculation as to which of the three
very likable rabbit hound, which in- doing on his birthday
DIED
leaders will receive the appointment.
isted upon following them back to
Stone—Lost at sea in schooner James P. Fos
Rev. A. E. Scott has moved into the
A number of wagers have been placed,
Rockland, and which is now as much
ter,
November,
1920,
Capt. Ellery W. Stone of
A correspondent who believes that
Shaw house, High street recently
at home in the company's armory as he is being put wise by somebody on but none so bold as the man who, a bought by the Episcopal church as a Rockland, aged 47 years.
ST.
CLAIR
—
Newtonville,
Mass, Sept. 16,
though he had always lived there. the “inside” sends this paper the fol- month ago, picked one of the present rectory.
Belle, wife of Fenno St. Clair, formerly of
The members are about to buy him a following: "That the newspapers are leaders against what was then a field
Rockland, aged 66 years. 11 months, 23 days
Funeral today at 2 30 p. m from residence of
nice winter blanket, stamped with the sensationally playing up the Roscoe of 12.
Theres’ talk of forming a local foot R L. Jones, Rockland Highlands.
word “Mascot.” The turtle caught by Arbuckle-Virginia Rappe case for all
ball team, made up of players who for
Private Charles Robinson was turned it is worth is very apparent. I am in
J. W. A. cigars were smoked at the merly belonged to the Rockland High
charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
loose in Chickawaukie Lake after a receipt of a communication from a Twilight League banquet Friday night School team. Joseph Damon already Is The
50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
proper inscription had been painted friend in the Los Angeles
published with an obituary ls charged
movie with the compliments of the Thomas has a long list of eligibles, and will forPoetry
at 10 cents a line.
on his back.
colony which says the account as given Sporting Goods Store, the proprietor he glad to hear from others who are
out in Los Angeles states that Miss of which, John W. Thomas, has interested.
The
State convention
of
the Rappe entered Arbuckle’s room vol worked unceasingly to advance the
W. C. T. U, is to be held this week in untarily and remained therein an hour interests of the Twilight League. The
Diogenes, came back to earth for a
Greenville, Piscataquis county. Mrs.
Prices on
before the other guests heard any out trophies were distributed at this ban short time yesterday and walked up
E. M. Lawrence of Rockland, National
cry; that the examination of the phy quet by John M. Richardson of the the Court House steps and into the
lecturer, will be one of the speakers.
sician showed that she was fully High School staff, who has been an Supteme Court room, lantern in hand,
clothed, that there was no signs of other of the League’s staunch work looking for an honest man. At least
The piece of the Lindsey brool\ violence or marks of any kind upon ers.
that was the given impression, but in
lying north of Grove street is being
reality the man was Civil Engineer
her body and that there were no signs
permanently covered in, a process
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield O. H. Tripp, and the lantern was of
of criminal assault upon her.” The
that ultimately must in the process of
trial
will
probably
demonstrate Memorial Church will serve a public the caAdle-carrying type more than a
for 1922 will be 4%
years be applied to all of this open drain
whether the prosecution or the Rock supper in the vestry Thursday even century old, which he had obtained
running through the residential part
land man’s'friend is right. Meantime ing from 6.30 to 7.30. Admission 35 from Mrs. G. A. Stuart, whose grand
of the city.
less than this year. Do not
the Arbuckle pictures are taboo in the cents. Proceeds to be used for the father had been the owner. The lan
parsonage.—advt.
tern now attracts much attention in
movie theatres throughout the land.
Dr. J. A. Richan, Past Grand High
the law library/
install before May, 1922.
Priest of Maine, and Dr. W. D. Barron
of Camden, acting Grand High Priest,
leave Friday noon for Asheville, N. C.,
Removing Jar Lida.
Where they will attend the sessions of
'When it seems almost Impossible tc
the Grand Chapter. Maine will send
remove the top of your fruit jar, hold
about 20 delegates to-this big tri
Announces A Public Lecture On
the cover under hot running water for
ennial gathering.
a few moments and you will be surAgent for Knox County
Word has lately been received from
prised how easily tlie lid will unscrew.
the American consul at British West
Indies, in response to inquiries, estab
—bylishing the fact that the schooner
James P. Foster did, as all along had
PROF. HERMANN S. HERING, C. S. B.. Concord, N. H.
been feared, go down in the hurricane
that swept the southern coasts in No
Member of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church,
vember of last year, all on board per
Last of the season
ishing. The Foster was commanded
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass.
by Capt. Ellery W. Stone, a son of
GRANGE HALL
Elliot and Eliza J. Stone of Rockland
—AT—
formerly of Thomaston, w’here he was
South Thomaston
born Sept 17, 1873. He went early,to
SCIENCE
CHURCH,
CEMI
STREET,
ROCKUHD
sea, of which he was passionately
FRIDAY EV’G., SEPT. 23
fond, and commanded many large ves
.
THURSDAY,
-SEPT.
22,
1921,
at
8.00
P.
M.
sels, being a navigator of recognized
MARSTON’S MUSIC
ability Two-thirds of his life
spent in foreign waters. During/the
Let everybody get into the
The Public Is Cordially Invited To Be Present
World War he four times rro«tl to
game
Europe, carrying ammunition and oil
for our troops and exhibiting much
skill in dodging the U-boats. He was
a Veteran of the Spanish War, a man
of fine character and disposition and
held in high regard. He is survived
hy a wife; Sarah Priest Stone, who
lives in Calais; the aged father and
TODAY: Blizzard, the legless king of San Francisco’s underworld ter
mother; two sisters, Mrs. William
A new wall board that will
Lunt, Jr., of Frenchboro, and Mrs.
rorized everybody. Why? See “THE PENALTY”
Florence J Booth of Bockiand, and a
not shrink, swell or warp.
niece, Mrs. Pearl Tibbetts.
Prayers
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
WEDNESDAY
will he offered at St. Peter’s church
“HEARTS
next Sunday.
“THE PASSIONATE ‘

Announcement

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST

A. T. NORWOOD

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

1
is the demand of the
buying public
this season
In Clothing’ Value
means
LONG WEAR
GOOD APPEARANCE

EXPERT TAILORING
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Value woven into the cloth
Value tailored into the garment
Value expressed by smart style
ff you intdxt on quality und yet want
evonony. you’ll yet both here

jNKW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE

He Couldn’t.
The Orator—“Work, my friends, is
the lot of man! Man was sent Into
this world to earn his living by the
sweat of his brow. You didn’t find
Adam walking about tlie Garden of
Eden witli Ills bunds In Ills pockets!"
—Tlie Passing Show (London).

The “Sensible" Marriage.
The most sensible women always
make the most foolish marriages.
They are unused to feeling anything,
and so tlie first little ‘come hither’
look in un.v man’s eye completely
bowls them over.—From “Women and
Children,” by Hugh de Sellhcourt.

PARK THEATRE
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

rices 15c and 25c, plus tax

Sweetest love story ever

told,

with

real

and battles for a back
ground.

AUTUMN AND WINTER
1921-1922
TAILORING FOR MEN

Fabrics are Better in Quality and Lower in Price

Suits and Overcoats Made to Measure—any style

$25.00 to $40.00
Will call and show samples if desired

C. A. HAMILTON
Telephone Connection..................... 442 Main Street
iig.it

BASEBALL DANCE

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT

CHRISTIAN

JtPARK THEATRE Jt

SHEETROCK

and Thursday Night

KELLEY’S ORCHESTRA

The Singer Sewing Machine people
are conducting a practical demonstra
tion of that wonderful machine at
their office on Elm street and invite
the public to witness the many uses
to which it can be put.—adv.

PILGRIM”
A romance of mystery, of love,
and of a big city’s underground
polities. Thrills at every step.

OF THE WORLD”
A Griffith super-film, surpassing
even “The Birth of a Nation” and
“Intolerance.” ■ The sweetest love
ttory ever tojd.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
$50 per thousand feet

soldiers

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
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Ride slow for Salem,” he said. "It's
Maroons there in the bush. They are
; waiting for night. They won’t uttack
____________ _..
jir
■ay's (hooting, Dyck Calhoun, gifted •us now. They're In ambush—of that
young Irish gentleman of the time of the
French and American revolution, meets I'm sure. If they want to cupture Sa
Bhella Llyn, seventeen-year-old girl visit lem, they'll not give alarm by tiring ou
ing In the neighborhood. They are mutu.
ally attracted. Sheila never knew her us, so If we ride on they’ll think we
dissipated father, Errls Boyne,
her haven’t sensed them. If they do atmother having divorced him and resumed
■ tack us, we'll know they nre In good
her maiden name.
I numbers, for they’ll be facing us as
CHAPTER n.—Reaching homo, Dyck
well as the garrison of Salem. But
finds Leonard Mallow, son of Lord Mal
low, with a message from the attorney
keep your muskets ready. Have a
general
summoning
Miles
Calhoun,
drink,” he added, and handed round
Dyck's father, to Dublin.
his horn of liquor. “If they see us
CHAPTER ni.—They go to Dublin and
drink, and they will, they'll think
there Mallow quarrels with Dyck and a
we've only stopped to refresh, and
duel Is arranged. They fight with swords
and Dyck la victor,
we’ll be safe. In any case, if they at
tack, tire your muskets at them and
CHAPTER IV.—Errls Boyne, secretly In
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and ! ride like the devil. Don’t dismount
tries to persuade him to Join In revolt
against England. They quarrel and Dyck i and don't try to find them In the
Is overheard to threaten Boyne. While rocks. It's a poor game fighting hldthe former Is overcome with drugged
wins, Boyne's second wife enters ths | den men. You see, I want to get them
room and stabs her faithless husband to Into the open below, nnd that's where
the heart.
they'll be before we’re many hours
CHAPTER V.—Hours later the room Is
entered and Dyck arrested on a charge of older.”
With this he rode on slightly ahead,
murder. He does not know If ho killed
Boyne or not, he was so muddled with nnd presently put Ills horse at a gen
the drugged wine.
tle canter which he did not Increase
CHAPTER VI.—Shelia begs her mother as they neared the place where the
to go to Dublin with her to help Dyck
Mrs. Llyn opposes the idea. A letter from black men ambushed. Every mun of
Mrs. Llyn’s wealthy brother In America the group behaved well. None showed
Invites them to come and live with him.
nervousness, even when one of the
and they decide to go.
horses, conscious of hidden Maroons
CHAPTER VII.—Dyck refuses to enter
any plea to the charge of murder except in th» wood, gave a snort and made a
"No Defense.” He might have escaped sharp movement out of tlie track In
by revealing Boyne's treachery but re
fuses to do so. on Sheila's account. He Is an attempt to get greater speed.
sent to prison for eight years. Sheila
That was only for au instant, how
writes Dyck, assuring him of her belief
In his lnnfecence and urging him to coins ever. Yet every man’s heart beat
to America after his prison term.
faster as they came to the place where
Indeed,
CHAPTER VTII.—Released after serv evidently the ambush was.
ing four years, Dyck Is welcomed to free Dyck saw a bush move, nnd had a
dom by his servant, Michael Clones, and
a humble friend. Christopher Dogan. swift glimpse of a black, hideous face,
Those two are all who care to remember which quickly disappeared, however.
him. He Is practically destitute, his fa
ther dead and his estate swallowed by After they had passed the spot of dan
creditors.
ger there was a cry almost from the
CHAPTER IX.—In London, almost pen lips of all save Dyck; but his Imper
niless, Dyck receives a letter from Shelia turbable coolness kept them steady.
Inviting him to come to America and They even gossiped of idle things loud
sending money for the voyage. He feels
enough for the hidden Maroons to
he cannot In honor go to her.
CHAPTER X.-Wlth Michael Clones, hear. Though every heart beat harder,
Dyck Joins the British navy as an en no Jace showed suspicion or alarm, as
listed rnan. There seems nothing else to they passed, while all felt the presence
do. Bad conditions In the fleet result In
of many men in the underbrush. Dyck
mutiny.
CHAPTER XL—Dyck. Joining the mu talked to them presently without turn
tineers, Is chosen by them to command ing round, for to do that might have
the ship, the Ariadne. Dissatisfied with
the conduct of the other ships' crews, roused suspicion, and while they were
Dyck breaks with them and satis the out of danger now. there was the fu
Ariadne toward the West Indies. He ar ture and Dyck’s piau, which he now
rives tn time to turn the tide of victory
In a battle between the French and Eng unfolded.
lish.
"They'll come down inlo the open
CHAPTER XII.—Calhoun Is arrested before it’s dark,” he said quietly, “and
fof his part In the mutiny but thanked by
when they do that, we'll have 'em.
the admiral for his work In the battle.
They’ve no chance to ambush In the
CHAPTER XIII.-The British govern cane-fields now. We'll get them In the
ment gives Dyck the freeddSn of the open and wipe them out. Don’t look
Island of Jamaica, of which his old en
emy, Lord Mallow. Is governor. With a
companion. Dyck secures treasure worth
£tU.<X)0 from a sunken Spanish ship, and
becomes a wealthy and respected planter.
CHAPTER XIV. - Bhella, with her
mother, comes to Jamaica to look after a
plantation she owns, but more than all
else the girl comes to see Dyck. He
begs Mrs. Llyn to tell Sheila that Boyne
was her father, which she has never
known. Mrs. Llyn demurs.

CHAPTER XV.-Lord Mallow, who had
known the Llyns in Ireland, attracted by
Sheila’s beauty and vast wealth, deter
mines to win her for his wife. Fearing
she has an affection for Dyck, he decides
to tell her about her father, but Calhoun
anticipates him and tells Sheila the whole
story himself. Loving Dyck as she does,
the girl is heartbroken over the situation.
CHAPTER XVI.—Lord Mallow Informs
Bhella he has word from Ixindon to keep
Dyck confined to his own estate. He asks
Bhella to marry him and she is tempted,
seeing In the alliance a way out of the
difficulty, now she knows she can never
marry Dyck, but she evades giving him
a definite answer.

CHAPTER XVII.—The Maroons, unruly
blacks, rise In rebellion and devastate
parts of the Island. Calhoun has seen
the uprising Impending, as have others
In the Island, but Lord Mallow has always
made light of the possibility. Calhoun,
against the express order of the governor,
has sent to Cuba for bloodhounds, the
only sane means of fighting the blacks in
that wild country. Fearing for the safe
ty of Sheila and her mother, Dyck, with
a party, rides to their plantation. He
finds both ladies away, and goes to seek
them. They have been taken prisoners
by the Maroons. Dyck rescues them.
CHAPTER XVIIL—The bloodhounds ar
rive from Cuba. Lord Mallow, facing
popular Indignation for his supineness In
connection with the uprising, gives Cal
houn full charge of the operations against
the Maroons, In which the buunds are
employed.
CHAPTER XVII—Continued
Somehow, In spite of the criminal
record with which Dyck Calhoun's life
was stained, they had a respect for
him they did not have for Lord Mal
low. Dyck's life In Jamaica was clean;
and his progress as a planter had been
free from black spots. He even kept
no mistress, and none had ever known
him to have to do with women, black,
brown or white. He had never gone
a-Maylng, as the saying was, and his
only weakness or fault—If It was a
fault—was a fondness for the bottle of
good wine, which was ever open on his
table, and for tobacco in the sinoklngleaf. Today he smoked Incessantly
and carefully. He threw no loose ends
of burning tobacco from cigar or pipe
lnt-o the loose dry leaves and stiff-cut
ground. Yet they knew the small
clouds that floated away from his
head did not check his observation.
That was proved beyond peradventure
when they were within sight of the
homestead of Salem on an upland well
wooded. It was in apparently happy
circumstances, for they could see no
commotion about the homestead; they
saw men with muskets, evidently keep
ing guard—yet too openly keeping
guard, as they all thought, and so
some said to each other.
Presently Dyck reined In his horse,
and stretched out a hand to detain
them. Each man listened attentively
and watched the wood ahead of them,
for It was clear Dyck suspected dan
ger there. For a moment there seemed
doubt In Dyck's mind what to do, but
when It was up be bad decided.

Every Man’s Heart Beat Faster.

round. Keep steady, and we'll ride a
little more quickly soon.”
A little later they cantered gently to
the front door of the Salem home
stead.
The first face they saw there was
that of Darius Boland. It hud a look
of trouble. Dyck explained: "We
thought you might not have heard of
the rise of the Maroons. We have no
ladles at Enniskillen. We prepared
for the revolt, and we're safe enough
there, os things are. Your ladles must
go nt once to Spanish Town, unless—'
“Unless they stay here! Well, they
would not be unwise, for though the
slaves under the old management
might have Joined the Maroons, they
will not do so now. We have got them
that far. But, Mr. Calhoun, the ladles
aren’t here. They rode away Into the
hills this morning, and they’ve not
come hack. I was Just about sending
a search party for them.”
“In what direction did tltey go?'
asked Dyck with anxiety, though his
tone was even.
Darius Boland pointed. “They went
slightly northwest, and If they go as
I think they meant to do, they would
come back the way you came In.”
“They were armed?” Dyck asked
sharply, for thought of the ladles ar
riving by the route he came by made
him fearful.
“Yes, they were armed,” was the re
ply. “Miss Llyn had a small pistol.
She learned to carry one In Virginia
and she has done so ever since we
came here.”
“Listen, Boland,” said Dyck, with
some alarm. “Up there in the hills by
which we came are Maroons hidden,
and they will Invade this place tonight.
We were ready to fight them, of
course, as we came, but It’s a risky
business, and we wanted to get them
all If possible. It wouldn’t have been

possible If we had charged them there,
for they were well ambushed.- My Idea
was to let them get Into the open be
tween there and here, and catch them
as they came. It would save our own
men, and It would probably do for
them. If Mrs. and Miss Llyn come
back that way, they will be In much
greater danger than we were, for the
Maroons were coming here to capture
the ladies and hold them us hostages;
and they would not let them pass, as
they did U9. In any case, the risk is
immense. The ladies must be got to
Spanish Town, for the Maroons are
desperate. They have placed their men
In every part of the middle and west
ern country, with orders what to do,
and they came upon my place last
evening and were defeated. Severul
were killed and one taken prisoner.
The trouble is they can’t be marched
upon like an army. Their powers of
ambush are too great. They must be
run down by bloodhounds. It's the
only way.”
“Bloodhounds—there are no blood
hounds here!” said Darius Boland.
"And If there were, wouldn’t pious
England make a fuss?”
Dyck Calhoun was about to speak
sharply, but he caught a glint of
sarcasm In Darius Boland's face, and
he said: “I have the bloodhounds.
They’re outside the harbor now, and ns
soon as they're landed 1 Intend to use
them.”
“If the governor allows you!” re
marked Darius Boland sarcastically.
“He does not like you or your blood
hounds. He has his orders, so be
says.”
Dyck made an Impatient gesture.
“I will not submit to his order. 1
have earned my place In this Island,
nnd 1 will see he does not have his
way. , . . But we must wait no longer.
Tlie ladles must be brought to Spanish
Town, and placed where the gover
nor's men can protect them.”
Darius Boland bowed. “What you
say goes always,” he remarked, “but
tell me, sir. who will take the ladles
to Spanish Town?”
Dyck Calhoun frowned. He read

He quickly made examination, nnd
there were signs of women's feet and

There Were Signs of Women’s Feet.

heads, and we shall he all right.
They're a dangerous crew, but we'll
heat them this time, I think. Come ns
quickly as you can.”
Presently they were In the refec
tory, and a moment after that they
were over the stones, nnd near the en
trance of the ruins, nnd then a native
appeared, armed and running In. With
out an Instant’s hesitation Dyck ran
forward, and as he entered, put his
sword Into the man’s vitals, and he
fell, calling out as he fell.
“The rest will be on us now," said
Dyck, "and we must keep going.”
He was about to Issue from the
place when three more natives ap
peared, and he shot two without wait
ing. Catching a pistol from Sheila he
aimed at the third native and wound
ed him, but did not kill him. The man
ran Into the wood surrounding the
monastery. Presently more Maroons
came—a dozen or more, nnd rushed
for the entrance. They were met by
Dyck's fire, and now also Sheila fired
and brought down her man. Dyck
fired again and wounded nnother, and
with great skill loaded again, blit at
that moment three of the Maroons, In
a whirlwind of rage, rushed down Into
tlie ruins.
It wns dark nnd they were aston
ished to see that Dyck was there, and
they were more astonished to receive
—first one and then nnother—tils Iron
In their bowels. The third man made
a stroke at Dyck with his lance, and
did no more than gash Dyck's left
arm. Then he turned and fled out Into
the open, and was Diet by a half-dozen
others. They all were about to rush
the entrance when suddenly foui
shots behind them brought three of
them down, nnd the rest fled into thi
wood shofitlng. In another nionten
Dyck and the ladles were in the open
md making for the woods, the women
In front, the men behind, loading their
muskets us they ran, and alive to tlie
risks of the moment.
The dresses of the ladles were
stained and soiled with dust und
damp, but otherwise they seemed lit
tle the worse for tlie adventure, save
that Mrs. Llyn was shaken, and her
lace was ashen gray.
How did you know where we were,
and why did you come?” she said, after they had mounted and had got under way, having secured the horses
which Sheila and her mother had ridden.
Briefly D.vck explained how, ns soon
ns he had dealt with the revolt of

also a hare native foot, but no signs
of struggle or disturbance. The foot
prints, both native and white, were
firmly placed, but the horses’ hoofprints showed agitation. Presently the
hoofmarks became more coiliposc-d
again. Suddenly one of Dyck's sup
porters exclaimed he had picked up
a small piece of ribbon, evidently
dropped to guide those who might
come searching.
Presently another
token wus found In a loose bit of
buckle from a shoe. Then, suddenly,
upon the middle of the road wus a little
pool of blood and signs that a body
had lain in the dust.
“She shot a native here," said Dyck
to his companions morosely, yet coolly.
“There are no signs of a struggle,”
remarked the most observant.
“Well, we must go carefully here,
the Inner meaning of Darius Boland s
words. They did not put him out of for they may have been imprisoned in
self-control, however. It wus not a the ruin. You stay here, nnd I'll go
time to dwell on such things. It was forward,” he added, with n hand on
his primary duty to save the Indies. Ids sword. ’Tve got an idea they’re
"Come, Boland,” he said sharply. “I here. We have one chance, my lads,
shall start now. Wherever i<i» ladies and let's keep our heads. If anything
are. we must find them. What sort of should happen to me, have a try your
a country Is It through which they selves, and see what you can do. Tlie
pass over there-?" He pointed.
ladies must be freed, If they're there.
Bad enough in some ways. There's There's not one of you that won’t
an old monastery of the days of the stand by to the last, but 1 want your
Spaniards up there"—he pointed—"or oath upon It. By the heads or graves
the ruins of one, and it is a pleasant of your mothers, lads, you'U see It
place to rest. I doubt not they rested through I Up with your hands!”
there. If—”
Their hands went up. “By our
“If they reached It I” remarked mothers' beads or graves!” they said
Dyck with crisp Inflection. “Yes. they lu low tones.
would rest there—and it would he a
“Good!” he replied. “I’ll go on
good place for ambush for the ahead. If you hear a call, or a shot
Maroons, eli? It’s a d—liable predica fired, come forward swiftly."
ment—no, you must not come with
Au iustant later he plunged into the
me! You must keep command here.*’ woods to the right of the road, by
He hastily described the course to which he would come upon the ruins
he followed by those of his own men from the rear. He held a pistol as he
who remained to defend, and then stole carefuUy yet quickly forward.
said: "Our horses are fagged. If you He was anxious there should lie no
can loan us four I'll see they are well delay, but he was equally anxious
taken care of, and are returned, in not to be rash. At last, without meet
kind or cash. I'll take three ut my ing anyone, he came near to the ruins.
men only, nnd loan you three of the They showed serene In the shade of
best We'll fill our knapsacks and get the trees.
away, Boland."
Then suddenly he saw come from
A few moments later, Dyck Calhoun the ruins a Maroon of tierce yet not
and his three companions, with a guide cruel appearance, who laid a hand be
added by Boland, had started away up hind his ear, und looked steadfastly
the road which had been ridden by toward that part of the wood where
Mrs. Llyn and Sheila. One thing was Dyck was. It wns clear he had heard
clear, the Maroons on the hill did not something. D.vck did not know how
know of the absence of Sheila and many Maroons there might tie in the
her mother, or they would not be wait ruins, or near It, and he did not at
ing. He did not like the long absence tack. It was essential that he find
of tlie ladies. It wus ominous at such out the strength of his foe; and he re
time.
mained quiet. Presently the native
D.vck nnd Ills small escort got away turned as though to go hack Into the
by a road unseen from where tlie ruins, but changed his mind, and be
Maroons were, and when well away gan to make a tour of the stony,
put their horses to a center and got ruined building. Dyck waited, and
Into the hills. Once In the woods, how presently he saw more natives come
ever, they rode alertly, ami Dyck's from the ruins, nbd after a moment
eyes were everywhere. He was quick another three. These last were hav
to see a bush move, to observe the ing an argument of some stress, for
flick of a branch, to catch the faintest they pulled at each other’s arms and
sound of an animal origin. lie was legs and even caught at the long
obsessed with anxiety, for he hud a cloths of the head-dresses they wore.
dark fenr that some ill had happened
“They've got the ladies there."
to the two. HIs blood almost dried in thought Dyck, “but they’ve done them
his veins when he thought of the fate no harm yet." He waited some mo
which had followed the capture of ments longer to see If more natives
ladles In other Islands like -Haiti or were coming out, then said to himself:
Grenada. HIs soul revolted at It.
I’ll make a try for It now. It won't
It did not seem possible that these do to run the risk of going hack to
beautiful and devoted women should bring my fellows up. It's a fair risk,
have fallen Into the outrageous hands but It’s worth taking."
of savages. He vexed his soul with
With that he ran softly forward to
torturing thoughts. He knew the girl the entrance of the ruins from which
was armed, und that before harm he hnd seen the men emerge. Look'
might come to her she would end her tng In he saw only darkness. Then
own life and her mother’s also; but suddenly he gave a soft call, the call
suppose she was caught from behind, of an Irish bird-note which nil people
and that the opportunity of suicide tn Ireland—In the west and south of
should not lie hers—what then?
Ireland—know. If Sheila wns alive
Yet he showed no agitation to his and In the place she would answer It,
followers. His eyes were, however, In he was sure. He waited a moment,
tensely busy, and every nerve was and there was no answer. Then lie
keen to feel. He had the intense per called again, and In an Instant, ns
ception of a delicate plant, whose won though from a great dlstnnce, there
derful warning can only come to came the reply of the same note,
those who live close to uature, who clearer and more hell-like than his
study from feeling the thousand own.
moods and tenses of living vegetables
“She’s there!” be said, and boldly
and animal life. He was a born hunt
entered the place.
er, and It was not easy to surprise
It wns dark nnd damp, but ahead
him when every nerve was aching
was a break In the solid monotony of
with premonition. He saw the marks
ruined wall, and he saw a clear stream
of the hoofs of Sheila’s and her moth
of light beyond. He stole ahead, got
er's horses.In the road, knowing them
over tlie stone obstructions, and came
by the freshness of the Indentations.
on to a biggish room which once had
An hour, two hours passed, and they
been a refectory. Looking round It
then approached the monasterial ruin
he saw three doors—one evidently Jed
of which Boland had spoken. Here,
lutol tlie kitchen, one Into a pantry,
suddenly, Dyck dropped to the ground,
und lone into n hall. It was clear the
for he saw unmistakable signs of fright
women were alone, or some one would
or flurry In the hoof-murks. _
have come tn answer to his call. Who
could tell when they would come?
HOOPING COUGH
There was no time to be lost. With
an Instinct, which proved correct, he
must run its course—
opened the door lending Into the old
there is no “cure,” but
kitchen, nnd there, tied, nnd with pule
Vicks helps to ease the
faces, hut In no other sense disor
dered, were Sheila npd her mother. He
coughing paroxysms.
put his fingers to his lips, then hastily
Apply often. Use freely
cut them loose from the ropes of bam
at bedtime.
boo, and helped them to flietr feet.
"Can you walk?” he whispered to
Mrs. Llyn. She nodded assent, nnd
braced herself. “Then here,” he said,
“Is a pistol. Come quickly. We may
have to fight our way out. Don’t be
Oner 17 Million Jan UteJ Yearly
afraid to fire, but take good aim first.
Those small ads In The Courier- I have some men In the wood beyond
Gazette are read by every body. That where you shot the native.” he added
Is why they are so popular and to Sheila. "They'll come at once If 1
efleoUvs,
call, or a shot la fired. Keep your

w

_ VapoRub

i
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BEATS ANYTHING
HE’S EVER SEEN

FLASH LIGHTS

-and-

‘Tanlac Would Bp Cheap At

BATTERIES

Ten Times Its Price,” De

THAT

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
COMPANY

clares Lewiston Man.
i

WEAR

____

“Tanlac certainly floes the work,”
aid Amedes Therrlen, living at 55
lirch St., Lewiston, Me, who is em
ployed at the Cushman and Hollis
••hoe Shop. Auburn, Me.
“It beats anything I have ever seen
he way this medicine puts a man on
lis feet. I had an awful time for
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
ibout a year with indigestion. I got
Diseases of the Eye;
io pleasure out of eating, because I
Refractions, Etc.
mew it simply meant I was going to
4117 MAIM STREET
lufter agonies afterwards. After my
Hsers: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to I P. B.
stomach got in such a bad fix my face
SosModm. 21 Fulton Street Tsl. NM
ORiee Tetoohons 493-W
iroke out all over with pimples. There
nust have been something wrong with
DR. C. D. NORTH
my blood. I was constipated all the
ime and used to have awful, splitting Physician andX-Ray Operator
leadaches. I wasn’t fit for work and
OFFICE. I ft Beeek Strsot. ROCKLAND
t took all my grit to stick to the job.
orFlCc HOURS: Until ft a. a.
"Tanlac suited my case exactly and
140 ts 3:00 sad 7:K to t:M to su
wo bottles just the same as made a
TELEPHONF 712
41 «
•lew man out of me. I’m not bothered
iny more with Indigestion, my com
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
plexion has’cleared up and I feel fine
OMes: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
and dandy all the time. My brother
Offios Houra: I to 3 sod 7 ts 1 P. M.
aad almost the same experience I had,
so now Tanlac is our family medicine. SssIdooM until I A. M. nnd ky Asset
I would think it cheap if it cost ten TELEPHONES: Kssidsans. 41-4: Offiso. I4to
JtS-tf
cimes what it does. There is no other
medicine like it."
DAVIS & STURM
Tanlac Is sold in Rockland by Cor
aer Drug Store; in Washington by F.
Chiropractors
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Palmer School Graduate*
Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M.
White; In South Thomaston by. L. O. 400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINB
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Dally;
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
G.30 to 7.3U Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
n every town.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
Itl-tt

Professionals. Business Cant

nailed for more of their people to
j come—those, no doubt, you found ambushed on the hill. As we lay in tlie
kitchen, bound ns you saw us, the
leader 'said to us we should he safe
If he could have his way, but
there were had elements among the
I Maroons, and lie could not guarantee
I it. Yet he knew the government would
j pay for our release, would no doubt
give the land for which they had
! asked with no avail. We must, there1 fore, remain prisoners. If we made
no efforts to escape, It would he better
1 for us tn the end. ‘Keep your head
j steady, missy, try no tricks, and all
may go well; but I have had lot to
control, and they may fly at you.’ That
wns tlie way he spoke. It made our
; blood run cold, for he was one man,
! with fair mind, and he had around
■ Idin men, savage and irresponsible.
Black and ruthless, they would stop
at nothing except the sword nt their
| throats or ti.e teeth in their flesh.'
“The teeth in their flesh I" said Dyck
i with a grim smile. “Yes. that Is the
only way with Jhetn. Naught can put
I the fear of God into them except blood
j hounds and that Lord Mallow will not
I have. He lias been set against It un
•|| now. But this business will teach
'im
He may change Ids mind now
. slnne what he cares for Is tn Hunger—
) his place and his ladies 1”
Mrs. Llyn roused herself to say:
' “No, no, Mr. Calhoun, you must not
say that of him. His place may he tn
danger, but not his Indies. He lias no
■ promise of that . . . And see, Mr.
Calhoun, I want to soy that, in any
case, you have paid your debt. If you
owe one to us. For a life taken you
have given two lives—to me and my
i girl. The account is squared, if it
were ever in doubt. Believe me, I
speak as one who lias a right to say
It I Erris Boyne was naught to me,
Sheila Fired and Brought Down Her
naught at all. but lie was iny daugh
Man.
ter's father, and that made everything
tlie Maroons at his own place, he came difficult. 1 could make him cease to
straight to Salem to protect her and be my husband, and I did; but 1 could
not make him cease to he her father."
Sheila.
”1 hud no love for Erris Boyne,"
“We had not heard of tlie rising of
the Maroons,” she said. “The gover said Sheila, with an effort, for she felt
nor wus at Salem yesterday und a choked. Misery was heavy on tier.
message came from his staff to say lie “None at all, hut he was my father—
was needed to deal with a critical in and there is nothing more to say.’’
“See, all’s well still at Salem,” said
cident, and would he come nt once.
Ills staff were not at Salem, hut at Dyck, waving a hand forward as
the next plantation nearer to Spanish tll0uSh to,change the talk. “All’s as
Town. Lord Mallow went. If he sus- "e
I ecied the real trouble he said naught
There In the near distance lay Sa
to us, but was gone before you could 'em' serene- AU tropical life about
realize it. The hours went by, night seemed throbbing with life and soakcume and passed, then my mother and lng
*eisureThe
1, this morning, made up our minds
"ere iu time,’ he added,
to take a ride to the monastery, and Maroons are still tn ambush, The
then round by the road you traveled sun *s beginning to set, though, and
the trouble may begin. We shall get
by back lo Salem.”
“There are Maroons now on that there about sundown—safe, thank
hill above your place. They were God I”
“Safe, thank God—and you,” said
there in ambush when we passed to
day, but we took no notice. It was Shelia's mother.
not wise of us to Invite trouble. Some
of us would have been killed, but—”
He then told what had been in his
mind, and what he thought might he
the outcome—the killing or cupture
of the whole group, and safety for all
ut Salem. Ills words weDt to the
farthest corners of Sheila’s nature.
When he had finished, she continued
tier story. “We rode for un hour un
challenged, and then came the Ma
roons. At first I knew not what to do.
We were surrounded before we could
act. I hail my pistol ready, and there
was the chance to escape—that faint
chance—if we drove our horses on;
but there was also the danger of be
ing fired at, and who could tell what
a lerrible end might have been to the
event I So we sat still on our horses,
und 1 asked them how they dared to
assault white ladles. I asked them if
they had never thought what venge
ance the governor would take. They
did not understand my words, hut
they grasped the meaning, and one of
them, the leader, who understood Eng
lish, was inclined to have reuson. As
it was, we stopped what might have
been our murder by saying It would
be wiser to hold us as hostages, and
that we were Americans. That man
was kjlled—by you. A shot from your
pistol brought him down as he rushed
forward to enter the ruins. But he
took care of Ui ns we went forward,
und when 1 shot one of his followers
for laying his hand upon me in the
saddle—he caught me by the leg un
der my skirt—he would allow no re
taliation. I knew boldness was the
_ part to play
__
safe

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Main Street ROCKLANd. MAINE
Office Houra, until 9 a. m.; I to 4 4. 7 to ft e. to
OFFICE TELEPHONE, 160-W.
Residence—Mra. Jennie Bird.
TEL. ItO-M.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
M SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLANO. MAINE
Houra 9:00 A. M. te 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Toleshont 623.
1-d

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

Office Hourei

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| «to

I P.

M.

134-tf

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
Osteopathic Physicians
M UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINS
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
£VENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 130

1-tt

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
76 MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON

Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 I I ( to to
Telephone 141-2
2 tf

DR. LAWRY
« Cat FVsel

HOLM.
Uetil 1:00 a. «.
f to s p. to.; 7 te ( to to.

SSORLABD. at.

TELEPHONE If*

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.

DENTIST
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (atralshteala* tostft)
GRAOUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESI
299 MAIN STHEET. ROCKLAND
S*ur Bloc*..............Foot ol Perk Street

Otoe. houra: R to 12: I lo A

TEL. 74ft-N.

IHE SILSBY HOSPITAL
U

E. B. SILSBY, Surseen
—fcOD—
X-RAY Operator
KUKMEH STREET, ROCXhftSJs
TELEPHONE 122
w. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PwC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DKUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

Rockland, Ma.

370 Main St.

L. W. BENNER
—DEALER IN—

All Kinds of Real Estate
To be continued—Began August 11.
Back copies can be supplied.
2 NORTH MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELFPKONE 733M.
41-tf
School for Brides.
If a future helpmate suggests that
there ts room for Improvement In his
hrlde-to-be, the situation Is not al
ways strained.
“A delegation of young Chinese men
visited us recently with a request that
we begin classes for their wives und
fiancees,” writes the Y. W. C. A. secre
tary from Nanking. “They even of
fered to pay tuition and had a -list of
subjects already niude out. The young
women brought by them are enthusi
astic In their attendance and invari
ably arrive hours ahead of time, At
a tea given to tulk things over, one
energetic bride remonstrated that she
wus not there to waste time on teas
but to learn to read and write like
her husband.”

Curiosity.
In a street car the other day a man
and his wife saw u cockroach ou the
floor.
”1 never see one of those things,”
said the ninn, “without wondering
where it came from.”
“And I never see one,” said tlie
wife, “without wondering where It is
going.”—Youngstown Telegram.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
imirrfr tii

A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
for Congestion, Aches, Pains and Inflammation. At all Druggists. Price

Aiut In the end we were bound with 26CoD°lt-acn.£ nmiirrn o
u
.
,
....
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me,
ropes as you found us, while they1

>•< atis rtrffi

FRANK K. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO. ME.
MS-W.

tttf

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Aserial Attention te Prehats Mattsrs

ITS to SIN RTRFFT

•

•

• ROCKLAND. MF.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
ut

Musto Turp

Lana svi

j

rA»M»»acr t« A. J. ErakliM A C«.
Maw
. «vnr«<< AMO.

A. C MOORE
PIANO FUNFA
Wilk tk» Maiaa Mutle Ceafrtaf
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THE FINAL F1GGERS

Classified Fielding Averages
of

the

Show

Twilight

League

Interesting

Some

Comparisons.
The Courier-Gazette today pub
lishes the final installment ot Twi
light League baseball statistics, com
piled tor this paper by A. C. McLoon.
These figures deal with the fielding
averages, and will be tound even more
interesting in some respects than the
figures published in Saturday’s issue.

♦• ••

INDIVIDUAL FIELDING CLASSIFIED
CATCHERS
Players and Club g po a
e Ave.
Hart, Chieox,
19 139 30
3 .983
Bunker, Legion,
7 45
6
1 .981
Daunais, Snows,
20 197 18
6 .977
Miller, Rockport, 12 87 14
3 .971
Lawrence, Lob’rs, 15 70 16 4 .955
Jackson, Lime Co., 9 48 9
3 .950
Richardson, Lime, 9 64
5 4 .945
Dahlgren, Legion, 16 84 10
6 .949
O. Perry, Electrics, 17 97 15
6 .949
'
PITCHERS
Players and Club g po
a
L. Rogers, Lime, 17 10 36
Averill, Legion,
9 5 21
Hodgkins, Legion, 7 3 11
Harding, Chisox,
8 4 10
A. Rogers, Chisox, 10 5 21
Skinner, Lobsters, 6 0
8
Thornton, Snows,
6 6
1
Upton, Electrics,
7 2 18
Foster, Snows,
15 8
6
A.Cunningham,Lob., 7 0
9
Linnell, Lobsters, 9 3 10
McLoud, Rockport, 8 5 16

e Ave.
1 .979
1 .963
1 .933
1 .933
2 .925
1 .888
1 .875
3 .869
3 .824
2 .818
3 .813
4 .810

FIRST BASEMEN
Players and Club g po
a
Magee, Electrics, 10 74 2
Brackett, Chisox, 17 12S 6
Clifford, Legion,
7 40 0
Wotton, Lime Co., 14 112 3
Knight, Rockport, 12 76 0
1
Frost, Snows,
16 87
1
I.Cunningham, Lob., 7 34
Rokss, Legion,
8 41
1

* Ave.
1 .987
2 .985
1 .976
3 .975
3 .982
5 .946
4 .898
5 .894

SECOND BASEMEN
Player* and Club g po
a
Gregory, Electrics, 11 12 23
Chisholm, Chisox, 10 15 14
Lindsey, Snows,
12 15 16
Fogarty, Legion, 13 20 15
W.Whittier, Rockp’t, 5 8 8
McLoon, Lobsters, 12 14 12
Rhodes, Lime Co., 7 4 16

e Ave.
3 .924
2 .935
4 .886
6 .854
4 .800
8 .765
8 .714

24^2 Million Dollars
Invested by Employes
of Swift & Company
More than 21,000 employes of
Swift & Company own or are pay
ing for shares in the business. These
men and women have attested
their faith in the integrity and good
will of the company by investing
their savings in the business.

Their holdings represent a
total of nearly 250,000 shares, the.
par value ($100 a share) of which
is more than $24,500,000.
These 21,000 represent more
than one-third of our average
number of employes 1

One man out of every three, in
plant, office, and branch house,
from the handworker on the floor
to the brain worker at the desk;
working with us as well as for us,
devoting himself to his own busi
ness while devoting himself to ours;
promoting his own interests in
every motion or moment saved, in
every product improved or main
tained at perfection, in every service
rendered through prompt,thorough,
effective distribution of products.
This interested, eager group of
fellow partners working with us for
the good of Swift & Company and
the public which we serve, consti
tutes one-half of the ownership of
Swift & Company in point of num
bers, and nearly one-sixth in point
of shares outstanding.

IN SPORTING CIRCLES
Camden'* Prospects
Camden High Sehool has a lighter
football team than usual this fall but
its prospects appear to be good. The
Herald says:
“Coach Bresnehan is getting well
started in the development of the 1921
football team. A squad of more than
25 have had several nights of practice
and while the boys may not be so
■ heavy as usual, It is expected that a
strong team will represent the school
I this autumn. Richards, “Eph” PenI dleton and Quinn will be badly missed
from the lineup and everyone realizes
i that there are some big holes to be
filled. Of course Capt. Warren is on
hand, as also are the Hanson broth
ers, Joy. Calderwood, Win Snowdeal,
Dodgp, John McCobb, another Pendle
ton, Bean und Thurston and numerous
others. Merton Ames of Northport is
showing up well.* Eowers and Callehan will be home from camp in time
to get into the Thomaston game here
on Saturday. Thomaston had a fast
team last year, having won from our
re-enforced second team on two oc
casions They have a team of veterans
and will give our boys a sti/T argu
ment. Thomaston must not be under
rated. The complete schedule with
the exception of two games with Bel
fast follows:
Sept. 24—Lincoln Academy at New
castle.
Oct. 1—Waterville High at Water
ville.
Oct. 9—Rockland.
Oct 15—Bucksport, E. M. C. S.
Oct. 22—E. M. C. S. at Bucksport,
(excursion.)
Oct. 29—Lincoln Academy.
Nov. 5—Thomaston at Thomaston. ’
Nov. 12—Rockland at Rockland.
Nov. 19—Open.

THIRD BASEMEN
Players and Club g po
a
e Ave.
8 .818
A.Cunningham,Lob. 14 15 21
Louraine, Electrics, 11
8 19
6 .808
Freeman, Legion, 19 19 15
• .791
Oney, Lime Co.,
10 11 13
7 .774
A. Rogers, Chisox, 9 8
9
5 .773
Sullivan, Electrics, 7 9 7
5 .762
Gregory, Electrics, 7 9 7
5 .750
R.Whittier, Rock’pt, 9 7 10
6 .739
It represents practical and suc
Hinckley, Snows, 20 12 16 10 .737
Colburn, Lime Co., 7 9
3
5 .706
cessful progress toward the end at
SHORTSTOP
which enlightened modern industry
a
e Avo.
Players and Club g po
Kenney, Lobsters, 20 25 60 12 .876
is aiming for the solution of indus
Sullivan, Electrics, 7 8 20
5 .848
.824
R.Whittier,Rockp’t, 8 7
7 3
trial problems—toward cooperation,
Beaudoin, Snows, 19 15 18
8 .805
mutuality, brotherhood in busi
8 .805
Bunker, Legion,
14 12 21
Black, Chisox,
19 25 29 11 .800
ness, for the good of all.
8 12 .657
Allen, Electrics,
9 15
8
8 .652
McDonald, Lime,
6 7
Thomas, Rockport, 10 4 11 11 .577
Swift & Company, U. S. A.
OUTFIELDERS
Player* and Club g po
a
e Ave.
1
Rockland Local Branch, 17 Union Street
Tripp, Lime Co,
15 12
0 1.000
Veazie, Legion,
12 9
0 0 1.000
J. S. Jenkins, Manager
1
0 1.000
Skinner, Lobsters, 10 3
0
0 1.000
Lawrence, Lobsters, 7 3
0 1.000
0
W. Chaples, Lob’rs, 7
1
2
1 .950
Averill, Legion,
14 17
2
Snow, Snows,
20 15
1 .944
Flint, Chisox,
17 10
2
1 .923
2
1 .923
Mealey, Snows,
15 10
1 .923
M. Foster, Chisox, 10 11
1
ST. GEORGE
ROCKPORT
Lamb, Lobsters,
20 18 4
2 .918
1
1 .917
Allen, Electrics,
11 10
Miss Cora Murdough has returned
Miss Blanch Wooster was the guest
R. Turner, Rockp’t, 12 8
0
t .883
1
B. Turner, Rcckp't, 11
7
1 .888 of friends in Haverhill, Mass., last to Medfield, Mass, where she has em
ployment.
0
T. Perry, Chisox, 10 11
2 .846 week.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Drown, who
Fogarty, Legion,
7 6 0
1 .857
Capt. Ernest Torrey is in command have been visiting Mrs. Ella Robinson,
4 .852
McRae, Legion,
16 23 0
Rokes, Legion,
7 3
2
1 .833 of steamer Castine during the absence left Saturday for Portland where they
4 .809 of Capt. Ellis Gray. The boat runs will visit their son before returning to
Record, Electrics, 19 14 3
their home in Weymouth, Mass.
Collamore, Rockp’t, 11
4
0
1 .800 daily between Camden and Castine.
I Mrs. James Kellogg and son Clifton
P. Miller, Snows,
8 6
0
2 .750
Albert Crockett and family have have gone to Cambridge, Mass., mak
1 .750
R.Chaples, Electrics, 7 3 0
moved from the York house on Sea
1
Maxcey, Electrics, 9 4
2 .714 street to the Carleton house on Ams- ing the trip by auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robinson and
1
4 .667
Bartlett, Lime CoM 15 7
bury Hill.
Mrs. Harvey Kinney attended the
A.Richardson, LobM 12 6 0
6 •5C0
Mr and Mrs. C./P. Harvey and Mrs. Lewiston Fair.
Thornton, Snows, 15
1
0
1 .500
Charles Hesketh of Dover, Me., have
John Chaisson of Gardner, Mass.,
1 .000
Moran, Legion,
7 0 0
been guests of Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leigh of Wash
Young at the Moody parsonage for ington and Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Rob
TENANT’S HARBOR
several days.
,
inson of Eurkettville motored here
The members of the W. R. Corps Saturday and called on Mrs. Ella
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Monaghan left will serve a public Harvest Supper at Robinson.
Wednesday for Allston and Water- the G. A. R. hall Friday evening. A
town, Mass, where they will be guests good menu, good service and a good
of their sons, Carol and Lincoln.
time is assured
EAST SEARSMONT
Charles Raw-ley has sold the Hen
Miss Nellie Farnsworh left last
derson house to Mr. Frederickson of week to continue her studies at the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Whitmore
University of Maine. Mis? Farnsworth
Long Cove.
Mr. and MrR. Ralph Glidden left for has been employed at the Samoset and mother Mrs. Cleone Whitmore of
Northport called on their relatives,
their home in Boston and made the trip during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gelo, last Sunday.
by auto, i
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell,
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Donnell of JackMiss Elsia Torrey, who spent her Mass., were guests at Mrs. K. M. Dun
vacation at Swan’s Island, returned bar's last week. They motored here, man visited their parents, Mr. and
last week.
returning Saturday accompanied by Mrs. Herbert Donnell for a few days
Mrs. William Monaghan Is teaching Mrs. Howard Dunbar of Rockland, who recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Gardner of Bel
school at Wlllardham.
will be their guest for a week.
Several of our summer visitors have
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lombard of fast were recent callers ’at Arad Ma
North Yarmouth were guests at Capt. honey’s.
left for their different homes.
Mrs. Georgia Perry, daughter and
Mrs. Mary Hart went to Boston George Callahan’s over Sunday.
two children of Rockland were recent
Tuesday where she will spend the
The Ladies of the Baptist Circle will
hold their first meeting since the sum callers at Herbert Donnell’s.
winter with her daughter.
Mrs. Nannie Wheeler has just re mer recess at
the church parlor
turned from Castine, where she has Thursday of this week instead of
-»<e Poets Marked by Simplicity.
Wednesday on account of the Sunday
been on a short vaation.
The term “Luke Poets" was applied
Miss Harriette Rawley is a guest of School Convention, which is to be held
y tlie Edinburgh Review, early in the
Mrs. A. J. Rawley.
in Warren on that day. The usual I'ineteenili century, to a group of po
Mrs. Caddie Wilson is visiting rela picnic dinner will be served.
ts, whose chief representatives—
tives in Rockland.
Mrs. Cacildia Caln, Mrs. Ernest
Capt. R. R. Pierson Is having his Torrey, H. Heistad and Charles Ingra iVonlsworth, Southey and Coleridge
house shingled before going to New ham were among the number who at —dwelt in the lake district of EngThe Lake Poets protested ,
York.
tended Pomona Grange at North and.
W. II. Rivers, Frank Wiley and Haven Saturday. Mr. Heistad had a igalnst the stiff und formed poetry in
David Sivenright are working on the part on the program and rendered a >ogue, uud were distinguished by their
Masonic Temple hall.
solo very pleasingly.
simplicity of style and close adher
A. T. Davis is working at Clark
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Lane and ence to Nature. Lamb, Lloyd and Wil
daughter Miss Hazel Lane and Miss son also were included under the des
Island
Vina Coffin are spending a few days
ignation. The lake district Is a region
at Marshall’s Island.
PAINTING & PAPER HANGING
Mrs. Arthur Walker nnd daughter m the northwestern part of England,
Dona By
Miss Clara Walker left Saturday for comprising tlie counties of Westmore
Boston where Miss Walker will enter land and Cumberland, together with
G. B. BLOOM
There
Bryant & Stratton's Business College. a email part of Lancashire.
Mr. and Mrs. Leforest Callahan of are about sixteen lakes in the district,
AT VERY LOW PRICES
Rockland were guests at the home of which extends about thirty miles north
Tel. 627-J or call at 226 Main St.
his parents, Capt. and Mrs. George and south nnd twenty-live miles east
Callahan. Sunday.
mid west, und abounds in picturesque
Miss Harriet Aborn of Camden was and sublime scenery. It is visited an
a guest at Charles F. Collin's over
nually by thousands of tourists.
Sunday.

CEDAR SHINGLES
A car load expected at Thomas-

ton Station in a few days.

At

tractive price on application.

W. J. ROBERTSON
CARPENTER & BUILDER
Tel. 27-22

Thomaston, Me.
106-tf

Miss Eva Grotton was at home from
Martiasville to spend Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Grotton.

I
Flower* That Sleep at Night
' There are many wild flowers that
close their petals and droop their
heads with tlie coming of each day’s
dusk, and it is unreasonable to regard
tills os other than Ibe sober fuct wbicli
It obviously Is—that the flowers have
fallen asleep with tlie approach of
night

The Maine college football series,
which always has so many followers
from Knox county begins Oct. IE
when Bates meets Colby in Waterville.
Oct. 22 Maine plays Bates in Lewis
ton and Colby plays Bowdoin in
Brunswick. Oct 29 Maine and Colby
play in Waterville and Nov. 5 is the
date of the Bowdoin-Maine game in
Orono. Bates and Bowdoin have been
unable to agree on a date, hence there
is a prospect that these old rivals may
not have their annual gridiron clash
this year. The dispute must be a
kiddish one on somebody’s part, and
It is hoped that the reason of grown
ups will prevail. The four college
teams are said to be especially well
matched this season.
• • • •
Rockland is not the only place talk
ing roller polo this fall. Portland Is
to have a team in the New England
League, whose season starts Oct. 15,
and this means of course that Port
land will have lots of amateur teams
looking for trouble from places like
Rockland The Press says:
“It has been over four years now
since Portland has been represented
in the roller polo game, but while it
held session here, the game alway
brought out record breaking crowds
of fans.”
And here's what the Bath Times
says:
"Oh, for a big hall! How the pres
ent generation \yould welcome the
great indoor game of roller polo if
Bath had a place to play it! Old tim
ers wag their heads in a ‘solemn
colhy’ way when the game is men
tioned. Some of them would be more
willing to let go of this earth if they
could see a few more fast polo games.
There are many Bath men capable of
playing the game in fast company nnd
before the season is over some of
them may be in uniform."
All of which goes to show wh
they think of roller polo in other
places where the great game has been
played.

Stories of
Great Scouts

By Elmo
Scott
Watson

Complete October List
NOW ON SALE

Columbia
Records
Dance Records

Ted Lewis’ Jazz Band 1 A-3434
85c
The Happy Six
A-3439
Paul
Biese
Orchestra}
Crooning. Fox-trot
Paul Biese Orchestra I 85c
Listening. Medley Fox-trot
The Happy Six) A-3441
Learn to Smile. Medley Fox-trot
The Happy Six) 85c
Paper Doll. Medley Fox-trot
Paul Biese Triu A-3446
Ilo. Fox-trot
You’re the Sweetest Girl in All the World and
85c
Stolen Kisses
The Happy Six
Honey Lou. Fox-trot
Art Hickman's Orchestra A-3440
Honeymoon Home. Medley Fox-trot
S5c
Art Hickman’s Orchestra
Drowsy Head. Medley Waltz
Prince’s Dance Orchestra A-6191
Mississippi Cradle. Medley Waltz
$1.25
Prince’s Dance Orchestra

All By Myself. Fox-trot
One Kiss. Medley Fox-trot

t
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD*
Eastern Standard Time
"“rains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, 110.30 a. m., fl-30 p ra.
*
Bangor, f 10.30 a. m . fl-30P- tn.
Bath.f7.40a.m..f 10.30 a m.. fl.30p.rn . $5 25p.it
Boston . f7.40 a. tn., 110.80 a. in., fl.30 p. ni.
1
Brunswick, |7.40a. m., f 10.30 a. m„ fl.30 p. m..
$5.25 p.m.
Lewiston, flO.30 a. m„ fl.30p. m. (
New York. fl.30 p. m., $5.25 p. m. ;
Philadelphia, C5.25 p. in.
Portland, |7.40 a. m., flO.30 a. m., fl.30p. m.,’
$5.25 p.m.
>
Washington, C5.25 p. in.
Waterville, flO.30 a. m, fl.30 p. mA
—
Woolwich, |7.40 a. m., flO.30 a. ra., fl.30 p. m.;
$5.25 p.m.
f Daily, except Sunday. *Daily. § Sunday only.
$ Daily, except Saturday.
... ♦
m
C Tuesday. Thursday. Sunday. Will run Monday,
July 4, and Sept. 5.instead of July 3 and Sept. 4.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
I
8 8-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt,

eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
BUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN

Leave Rockland dally except Sunday at 8
tn (Standard Time) for Boston
Leave Rockland daily except .Monday at 5
a in (Standard Time) for Camden, Belfast,
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Return : Leave Boston dally except Sunday
at « p. m. (Dalyllght Saving Time) for Rock
land, Bangor and way landings.
Leave Bangor daily except Sunday at 2 p.
m. (Standard Time) for Winterport. Bucks
port, Belfast. Camden, Rockland and Boston.
BAR HARBOR LINE—BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at 5
a. m for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
ings. Return—Leave Bar Harbor daily ex
cept Sunday at 1 p. m., Blue Hill 12 30 p. in.
for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line passenger and freight steamert
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F. 8. SHERMAN, Supt. R S SHERMAN, Agent
Rockland, Maine
Rockland, Maine.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
SWAN'S ISLAND
Bummer Arrangement
(Standard Timo)

In EFFECT MONDAY. AUG. 15th. 1921.
(Subject to change without notice)
VINALHAVEN LINE

Song Hits
Peggy O’Neil
Charles Harrison A-3438
If Shamrocks Grew Along the Swanee Shore
85c
Broadway Quartet
Nora Boj/csl A-3443
Cherie
When You’re In, You’re In, In Indiana Nora Bayes) 85c i
Turman and Nash A-3445
Oh! They’re Such Nice People
85c !
Furman and Nash
Ma
Charles Harrison A-3442
When the Honeymoon Was Over
85c ,
Fred Hughes
Birds of a Feather
• • »
Howard Marsh A-3435
Molly Brannigan
85c
Howard Marsh
The Ould Plaid Shawl
Peerless Quartet A-3436
Dear Old Girl
85c
Columbia Stellar Quartet
My Gal Sal
Southern Negro Quartet A-3444
Anticipatin’ Blues
I’m Wild About Moonshine Southern Negro Quartet ( 85c

Wild Animal Calls.
Wild Animal Calls.

The Elks’ Battle
Ernest Thompson Seton A-3I32
My First Meeting with a Lynx
85c
Ernest Thompson Seton

Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven, dally, except
Sundny, at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
every week day at 9 30 a m. fur Vinalhaven.
Saturdays leave Tillson Wharf at 3 30 p m,
and Maine Central Wharf at 3.50 p m., other
week days leaves Tillson’s Wharf at 3.50 p. m.,
for North Haven and Vlnalhaven.

STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dallv except
Sunday at 5 30 a. in., Stonington, 6.45 a. m ,
and North Haven at 7 45 a. m., for Rockland.
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
1.30 p in, for North Haven, Stonington, Isle
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), and Swan’s Island.
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
Wharf when passengers for 10.30 a. m. train.

W S WHITE,

General Mauager.
Rockland, Me, Aug. 14, 1921.

SUMMER TIME TABLE
Of STEAMER CASTINE
CAMDEN. WCST ISLESBORO, NORTHPORT.
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
Year Round Service, Standard Time
'
Leaves I’amden every morning on arrival of
electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a. in., Sun
day excepted.
Returning? leaves 'Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
2 p m. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
and Camden, arriving at 4 25 ln time for the
car for Rockland

14 tf

COOMBS BROS., Belfast. Me.
Managers

SHERIFF'S SALE

Opera and Concert
1 49920
Rosa Ponselle J

A Song of India (from "Sadko”)

) 79719
Riecardo Straccian J
qq

La Spagnola

Lakme—“Ou va la jeune Ilindoue” (Bell Song)
Florence Macbeth A-6189
Rigoletto—“Caro Nome” (Dearest Name)
$1.50
Florence Macbeth)
Sweetheart For You
Barbara M aureI
3437
Love’s Dream (Ohe Mamma!)
Barbara Maurel) $1.00

©. Western Newspaper Union.
FRANK NORTH, “WHITE CHIEF

OF THE PAWNEES”

Only once In history did Indians
succeed in wrecking one of the “white
man's Iron horses,’’ and this occurred
in 1867 when a band of Cheyennes
ditched a freight train ou the Uuion
Pacific near I’lum Creek, Neb. A
strange scene followed.
Among tlie
loot which the savages took from
tlie wrecked cars were hundreds of
bolts of calico. In a sportive mood,
the young warriors tied the ends of
tlie calico to their polnes’ tails. Then
they went careening over the prairie
tlie long waves of uiany-colored cloth
billowing and flouting behind them.
While tlie Cheyennes were still enJoylpg this sport, from the surround
ing hills (lashed a bund of mounted
Indians led by a white man of sol
dierly bearing. When the Cheyennes
saw him charging down upon them,
they fled In every direction, crying
“The White Chief of the Pawnee!
The White Chief of the Pawnee!"
MnJ. Frank Nortli was the “White
Chief of the Pawnees.” He hnd lived
among them and they loved him. They
adopted him Into the tribe, calling him
Pawnee Ln Sharo. This meant “great
chief of the Pawnees” and chief even
of the Pawnee chiefs. No other
Pawnee and only one white man, Gen.
John C. Fremont, ever held Hint title.
Mujor North enlisted his first Pawnee
scouts In 1834, and in every war on
the plains thereafter they did valiant
service.
The scouts were Issued regulation
blue uniforms, but they had their own
ideas about how to wear them. A full
dress parade was un amusing sight.
Some wore only the trousers nnd were
bareheaded; others wore the big black
hat, but hnd a breech cloth in place
of trousers; and others cut out the
seat of the pantaloons, leuviug only
leggings.
All wore spurs, whether
they had on boots, moccasins or were
barefoot. But they were good fight
ers for all of that.
They were with General Cnrr at the
Battle of Summit Springs, Colo., ln
HIS PAPER Reaches ths 1869, and here Major North killed the
PEOPLE OF PUR. Sioux chief Tull Bull, although Iiuffulo
CHASING POWER Io Bill is sometimes credited with that
feat.
Thia Neighborhood Mere EffecDuring his scout career Mnjor North
lively Than Any Other Medium, became a close friend of buffalo Bill,
and No One Who Desires to Clam und when he disbanded Ids scouts,
Their Attention Can Afford to Cody mid North went into the cuttle
business In Nebraska together, and
Neglect Its Advertising Cnlumna were
partners for many years.

T

Z

Instrumental Music
1 79721
Duct de Kerekjarto) ]Q0

Perpetuum Mobile

) 49812
Pcbto Casals >

Liebestraum (Dream cf Love)

Midsummer Night’s Dream—Scherzo Key of “G”
Minor
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra A-6190
Naila—Intermezzo Key of "A” Major
$1.50
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
____ ,)E-1
Aladar Sin’s Cypsy Orchestra}^-7247
Aladar Sio’s Gypsy Orchestra ( 85c

Evening Talcs
Sari

JTUELURE OF MUSIC

New Columbia Pecorde
on Sole at all Columbia
Otaliri the 10th and
20th of Loory Murtth

Did ><*u know that
the music cl Verdi
wut a!i but Ion fo
the world when some
infuruted sold.ers
inuded an lt.'un
village, and a peasant
‘ , 'j v. out a r rom bed

with her year*old
child in a church
bHry>
RetJ »iH

The Lure ol Music
KARPLK fc BROTHERS

a

COLUMBIA GRAPJIOPHOXE COMPANY, New Your
rSS'tfW"
frz'wj’

Burpee

Columbia Gratonolas

FURNITURE COMPANY

Columbia Records

AND

MOVING
ANV-TIME
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and eave you
cratirg, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
you anywhere in New England.
Just say "Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

He H. STOVER & CO.

TELEPHONE 219—740.

12 Men Make a Jury
but we’re willinz to let YOU decide
upon the merit of REM-OLA for
Piles. One fipp’ication trivea immediI ate relief. Send for FREE SAMPLE
j —today. Mailed in plain sealed en-

- velope.
HENRY THAYER & CO., Inc.
Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON)} MASS.

NIGHT PHONE 743.

Neatly Expressed.
Dan was the sort that whined when
ever he couldn't have his way. Hie
brother, Avery, got out of, patience
witli him one day mid exclaimed to his
mother: "That kid Is the moat dlsugreeuble one of the futiilly, uud every
body knows it b>u hliu.”

5 STATE OF MAINE
County of York, ss
Sept. 14. 1921.
Taken this day, on execution dated July
thirtieth, 1921, on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of
York, at a term thereof begun and held on
the first Tuesday of May. 1921, to wit: on the
thirtieth day of July, 1921, ns of the twentyeighth day of May. A B 1921, In favor of
(Jeorge II Littlefield of Wells In said County
of York against Isaac E. Archibald by the
name of I E. Archibald of Thomaston In said
County of Knox, for one thousand nine hundred
and sixty seven dollars and nine cents, debt or
damage, and one hundred and sixty-nine dollars
and twenty-six cents costs of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at the Sheriff’s office in
the County Court building in Rockland in said
county of Knox to the highest bidder, on the
twenty-fourth day of October, 1921, at ten
o’clock ln the forenoon the following described
real estate and all the right, title and Interest
which the said Archibald lies in and to the
same; to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land in Thom
aston aforesaid, and hounded and described
as follows, viz:
Beginning at the westerly side of Beechwoods Street at the north line of land oc
cupied by Nat Woodcock; thence N. 63 deg.
W. about 175 feet to land of E W. Robin
son; thence northerly by said Robinson
land 195 feet to land formerly of the late
P. Dow. thence by said Dow’s land 8. 63
deg E about 175 feet to the street afore
said; thence south by the said street to
the place of beginning
Being the same premises conveyed to the
above Grantor by Walter C Ladd by bis
quit claim deed dated August 3rd, 1920,
and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds,
Rook 185, page 72. Also being the same
premises conveyed' to the above Grantor by
a sheriff’s deed dated March 24, 1920,
and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds
Book 182, page <33, and being the same
premises conveyed to said Archibald by
(ieorge II. Gilchrist by his deed of war
ranty dated October 14, 1920. and recorded
in Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
188, Page 143, to which deed and the
record thereof reference Is hereby made.
Also another certain lot or parcel of
land with the buildings thereon situated in
said Thomaston, on the southern side of
Main Htreet and being all the land con
veyed by Edwin Smith and John Miller to
Edward O’Brien by deed dated December
9. 1847, recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds,
East Lincoln Records, Book 13, page 32;
also the land conveyed to Edward O’Brien
by Enoch Carleton, by deed dated May 3,
1848; recorded in Knox Registry, East Lin
coln Records Book 13, page 187 ; also the
land conveyed to Edward O’Brien by John
Copeland and Thomas O’Brien by deed of
July 27, J852, recorded In said East Lincoln
Records, Book 19, page 359, and being the
same premises conveyed by Ulysses O
Loveltt to Maud E. Pearson by deed dated
July 21, 1911. recorded ln Knox Registry
of Deeds, Book 157, page 58, reference Is
made to the above deeds for a more definite
description and to deeds by Edward O’Brien
to Mary Campbell dated December 22, 1865,
recorded In Knox Deeds, Bodk 41, page 452,
and by William G. Starrett, executor, to
Ulysses G. Loveltt. dated October 8, 1908,
recorded In Kuox Deeds, Book 146, page
324, also to probate records of Knox
County of the estate of Maud E Pearson,
and being the same premises conveyed to
said Archibald by Alfred B. Pearson, by
Ills deed of warranty dated July 13, 1920,
and recorded In Knox County Registry of
Deeds, Book 186, page 409, to which deed
and the record thereof reference is hereby
made.
C. E HARRINGTON.
111T117
Deputy Sheriff.

BUILDING LUMBER
at

WHOLESALE PRICES
Boards,. Diminsions and
Plank.

$30 to $35 per M.
MORSE’S

MILL

BALLAHAC P.OAO, ASH POINT

Below ROCKLAND
106*118
1 blepliune iftul UeiU Ol newb lo The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Feyler and ;
little daughter of Portland are at W. I
R. Feyler’s for two weeks.
There will be a regular drill at the j
Armory next Thursday night. War- ,
rants issued by the Commanding Offi
cer of the Coast Artillery Corps will
be distributed. The public is invited j
to attend. The 4th Co. will send a ‘
firing squad to Waldoboro today to
attend a Military funeral.
A pretty wedding ceremony was
carried out at the Baptist parsonage j
Saturday evening, when Edgar Lew
iston Morse and Miss Ada Louise J
Swift of Thomaston were united in
marriage. The double ring service
was used, and the bridal party were
attended by the two brothers of the
bride and a sister of the groom. The
bride was becomingly
dressed in
brown taffeta and carried it beautiful
bouquet of flowers.
Elmus Morse, William Hastings and
Charles E. Shorey spent the weekend
in camp at South Pond;
Mrs. Frances Carter of Jersey City
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Ruby Peabody.,
Ralph Cushing arrived Monday
from Chicago.
William Eck of Miami arrived Sat
urday to join Mrs. Eck and son Donald
who are spending a few weeks with
Mrs. Isaac Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. Clark of
Portland were weekend guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Clark.
Alvah Spear spent the weekend in
Castine.
Warden L. D. Eaton and Charles E.
Shorey motored to Bangor Monday on
business.
Frank Lunt has purchased a new
Buick Four from the Motor Mart
Agency, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Deane of
Dover, Me., were the guests of Mr.
nnd Mrs. T. W. Pease over Sunday.
Mrs.
Blanche Vose is visiting
friends in Portland and Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Chadwick are
spending the week at Pleasant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bunker left to
day for Vinalhaven for n week’s visit
with relatives.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 20, 192T.
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Starrett’s Dry Goods Store

TOWN PESTS

SPECIALS FOR REMAINDER OF THIS WEEK ONLY
J. & P. Coats Thread, selection of sizes, doz.
Silkene Cro. Cotton, per spool,
Best Grade Outing Flannel, yard,
Best Grade Unbleached Sheeting, 40 inch, yard,
Waverly & Minnehaha Percales, 22c value, yard,
Ladies’ Gordon Silk Hose, $1.25 value, pair,

Advertisement! In thia column not to exreed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 tlmea
tor 50 rents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
BIX words
mere a Uns

60c
10c
1 5c
I 5c
18c
79c

Miscellaneous

Says American High Commis
sioner. Congress Is Told of
Great Accomplishment

CHILDREN'S SHOES, BOYS’ SHOES, MEN'S WORK SHOES AND
HIGH CUTS AT WONDER VALUES
NO MONEY IN IT. JUST WANT TO SEE YOUR
SMILING FACES; THAT’S ALL

Washington.—The annual report
of the activities of the Near East Re
lief organization, filed with Congress
by Charles V. Vickrey, General Sec
retary, constitutes the modest history
of one of the greatest pieces of phil
anthropic work ever undertaken aud
carried through by American men
and women, according to well in
formed persons in the capital. Ad-

STARRETT’S - - - - WARREN, MAINE
VINALHAVEN

COUNTY S. S. WORKERS
W

• , , , -rt

-a

1C

“AMERICANS HLDBE EVERYBODY’S GOLDIE
PROUD OF WORK BY
NEAR EAST RELIEF’

Ata recent meeting of the V. H. S.

ill Hold 1 heir Annual Con- Athletic Association Kenneth Lynch
i tv;
\V7 l__ was chosen captain and Kenneth
vention In Warren Wednes- Raymond manager of the 1922 base
ball team, amid cheers and much'enday, Sept. 21
tliusiasm.

FAMILY WASHINGS done at home
Wet
washings a specialty. Fine or colored gar
ments properly treated. MILDRED CONDON,
8 Leland St Tel. 239-W,__________111*116
NOTICE—I wish to notify the public that 1
AM NOT connected In the transfer or trucking
business with AUSTIN T PHILBROOK. Tele
phone all orders to 164-W.
RUSSRLL E.
WOOD.
111*113
NOTICE—Furs repaired and muffs made.
MRS W. A. RIPLEY. Tel. 594-W
110-tf

J. H. SIMONTON'S CIDER MILL—Will make
cider for the public Tuesdays and Fridays for
the rest of the season.
110-tf
WANTED — You to know that I have an as
sortment of new ladders of different lengths;
also wood rollers for roller skates I am pre
pared to do furniture repairing at reasonable
prices. F. A. .lOOST. 737 Main Street. 109-tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Cov*
ered Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing. Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders
promptly filled.
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN. 18
Leland Street Tel. 27O-.I.
110*123
R. J. MAYHEW'S new Cider Mill, Cedar street,
is now ready for business He will grind apples
Monday, Thursday and Saturday until further
notice.
109*111
NOTICE—Mv wife, Thelma Lassell McKusick.
having left my bed and board without just
cause. I hereby forbid all persons to harbor or
trust her upon my account, as I shall pay no
bills contracted by her after this date. Sept. 13.
1921. PERCIVAL H McKUSICK, Rockland,
Maine.
108*111
TO TRADE—Studebaker half ton delivery
truck, in good condition, for Ford auto. Also
double barrel Ithaca 12 ga. $55 grade hammerless shot gun. in new condition, for offer,
BERT E CUNNINGHAM, West Liberty, Me.
107*112

Lost and Fonai
FOUND A handbag on Gleason street. Thom
aston. Call at 15 Pine street, Thomas'nn P.
H HANLEY.
'
111*11
LOST*—Tuesday, Aug. 23, on Main or Limerock streets, Gold open face watfh.. M. M <1.
on back of case. Reward if returned ta W. M.
GRANT, Spruce Head.
)<ft*tf

Wanted
WANTED—For a few weeks, a companion
who can read aloud and do the small ambunt
of housework necessary for one woman In camp.
Address BOX 450, Rockland, stating qualilh*:itlon and price
111-tf
WANTED—A cook stove in good condition,
reasonable price. MRS. LAURA ALBEE, 10
Cottage St. Tel. 644-2.
111-113
WANTED—A competent woman for general
housework in family of three. MRS. F. .1.
BICKNELL, 12 Knox Street.
111-tf
WANTED—Man to work on farm; drive team,
milk, etc House rent and vegetables furnished.
Address C W. FERGUSON. Bristol, Me. 111*114
WANTED—By Protestant woman, position as
housekeeper in widower’s small family, or man
alone
MRS BERTHA E. KIMBALL. Gen.
Del.. Attleboro, Mass,
111*113
WANTED—A place to board and teach a
small child. Address “L,” Courier-Gazette.
HI* 113
WANTED—Boarders, men, or men and their
wives only; bath room, electric lights. MRS.
DANIEL DOHERTY. 47 Grace Street 111*113
WANTED—Furnished room near car line, rent
moderate. MRS. A T SMITH, the Nurse, 10
Cottage St. Tel. 644-2.
110-112
WANTED—Children, 2 to 5 years, to board
in country. Reliable references required. MRS.
AUSTIN A. TOWLE. R F. D. No. 1 Union, Mo.

High school opened Sept. 12 with a
registration of 63 pupils—32 boys and
31 girls.
Tlie Movie Pest reads the titles Out
Miss I-au>a B. Sanborn left Monday
for Boston en route to Washington, D. Loud so that Everyone can Hear, as
„
,
„ «
, .
.
..
,
C. After a five weeks stay with rel- suming that the Audience are either
is based on daylight time:
atives and friends in town, up river illiterate or have left their Glasses at
Forenoon Session
and at Matinicus she returns to her home. Sometimes the Movie Pest
110*112
10.00 Devotions, led by Rev
Rev. O. W. work in government insurance.
WANTED—Solicitors for Sickness Insurance.
mispronounces
a
Word
and
then
Rude
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elwell reStuart.
For Rockland, Camden and vicinity. Good pay.
Snickers are heard all over the
Steady work Right at home. Address H. C.
: turned home Saturday from Lynn.
10.20 Greetings, W. M. Stetson.
REED, Richmond, Maine.
109-114
Response, Rev. Andrew Young,
Mrs. Lida Emery and daughter Miss Theater.
WANTED—Man to work on farm; drive team,
Pres,
Mae Emery of Dorchester, who have
milk, etc. House rent and vegetables furnished.
10.30 Appointment of Committees.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie U. S. Naval Aviation
Station in
Address C. W. FERGUSON, Bristol, Me 109*111
10.33 A Survey of Knox County by Smith at their camp, have returned
France.
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
the President.
Donald Patterson left Friday to en
Lieut. Shields received orders to
108-tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge Also WINDSOR HOUSE. Myrtle Stret.
ter the University of Vermont.
Protestant Population.
proreed to Constantinople in January,
gowns and waists made to order. Mail orders
WANTED
Waitress
at
KNOX
HOTEL,
Thom
School Population.
Mrs. G. W. Webster and sister Mrs. 919, and arriving there one month
given prompt attention. M. ESTELLE PAR aston.
107tf
SONS, Ingraham Block, 1 Chestnut St., Camden.
Harriet Jones are on an auto trip later was assigned to duty on U. S. S.
Sunday School Population.
110-115
WANTED—Dishwasher
TRAINER'S
through Maine with Lloyd Webster of Scorpion, the flagship of Admiral
10.50 Secretary's Statistical Report.
LUNCH.
106tf
ROCKLAND'S SHOW PLACE—Earl; Ameri
Reports of Treasurer and Di Winchester, Mass.
Mark Bristol, High Commissioner to
can Furniture and Antiques. Your risk to
WANTED—Men or women to take orders
Mrs. J. J. Lane of Newport News Turkey. The Scorpion is a clipper
visional Superintendents.
Maine Is not complete unless you spend at among friends and neighbors for tlie genuine
11.15 Address Putting Religion into who spent the summer at Bridgeside built yacht of 830 tons, launched in
least two hours ln this new shop. Building guaranteed hosiery, full line lor men. women
40x60—three floors full to overflowing with and children. Eliminates darning. We pay
the Life of A Nation and of the left Saturday for Fairfield. Frederick 1896, and saw service in the war with
antiques
(Olllt A DAVIS, 115 North Main 75c an hour spare time, or $36 (id a week for
Individual, Rev. W. II. Brewster. W. Lane of Fairfield met his mother Spain. Lieut. Shields has been cruis
Street. (Call Mr. Davis st Fuller-Col>b-Dsvts' full time Experience unnecMsary. Write IN
in Rockland and the trip was made by ing around for tlie last two and oneGen'l Sec.
TERNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norris
Department Store.
83-tf
town, Pa.
58Tif
auto.
Discussion.
half years in the Black Sea and Med
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Libby spent iterranean, visiting all the important
12.00 Dinner.
WANTED—Second Hand Steam Boiler not
CHAKLKS V. VICKREY
Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St Mall or
. Sunday in Rockland.
dent solicited HELEN C. RHODES
IR-tf less than 25 h p. portable or horizontal preports. He was present at the evac
Afternoon Session
ferrd Also, second hand Power Jointer and a
A party of 15 young ladies made an uation of Odessa, Morvorossisk, in miral
Mark
L. Bristol,
United
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby Variety Shaper. State condition and price. Ad
1.30 Devotions, led by Rev A. F.
CUSHING
outing Sunday to North Haven by February, 1920, and was also present States High Commissioner to Turkey, warned not to trespass on the land on the dress P O. BOX 17 FRIENDSHIP.
Leigh.
Tolman farm belonging to the undersigned.
1 auto.
for example, declares:
when the Bolshevik! came into Sevas
JESSE A. TOLMAN.
78tf
WANTED—Woman 45 to 50 years old as
1.50 Address, Training the Child in
Schools began Monday Sept. 12.
“I have been closely associated
Capt. E. S. Roberts returned Satur topol in November of that year. Lieut.
housekeeper for middle aged man on farm. Good
Religion.
Mrs.
T.
B.
Hughes.
Supt. Tucker of Tenant’s Harbor
day from Rockland.
with the work of the Near East
home. No butter-making. Address M. care
Shields
was
decorated
by
Gen.
Wranwas in town Friday calling at the 2.20 Address, The Problems of the I Mrs. I. W. Fifleld
Courier-Gazette.
lO3tf
Relief committee for about 22
entertained gel for distinguished service during
Adolescent, Rev. T. M. Griffiths.
To Let
schools. He was accompanied by Mrs.
months. On the whole the work
friends at the Log Cabin, Round Pond the late evacuation. He is now await
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
2.50 Address, The Adult Division of Thursday evening. The guests were
Tucker.
of this relief committee has been
TO LET—Furnished room at 21 MIDDLE ST, and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8.
ing orders from Washington.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 353-14.
the Church, Rev. Alexander
352
15tf
Carl Woodcock of Thomaston, a
111-113
such that Americans should he
Misses Margaret Lome, Laverne Vinal
Henderson.
teacher at Bates, accompanied by a
WANTED—Cbefe, cooka, waltreesee, ____
proud
of
this
great
humane
ef

Blanche Hamilton, Faye Coburn, Mrs
TO LET—Small tenement, first class condi
WALDOBORO
Offering.
friend and his sister Ruby were nt i
fort. The Near East Relief here
tion, suitable for two persons. Inquire of ED ber nuids. laundresses, general and kitchen
Ada Creed and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes.
irorkera, etc. Telephone or call, except between
3.25 Reports of committees, election
WIN H CRIB, 410 Main Street.
111*113
IL L. Killeran’s recently,
In Constantinople is run more
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS. HAWLEY, 783
Albert Carver left Thursday to re
and installation of officers,
There Is to be a Farm Bureau Home
F. W. Flint is in Thomaston where
High St.. Bath. Me Tel. 725
lH-tf
like
a
business
organization
TO
LET
—
Storage
Dry,
clean
place
for
fur

sume his studies at Boston University
election of State committeeman.
Demonstration
meeting
at
Fireman
’
s
niture
86
SUMMER
ST.,
Rockland.
111*116
he has employment.
than
any
relief
organization
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fitteld spent the
Hall, Sept. 22 at 10 o’clock.
Bring
F. I. Geyer is attending court in 3.40 Putting it Across in Knox,
with which I have ever come
TO LET—Furnished house, for the winter. In
weekend as guests of Mr. and Mrs. C
For Sale
basket lunch.
Miss Eastman, the
Open Forum.
Into contact.”
desirable location TELEPHONE 19-3. 110-112
Rockland, serving on the traverse
E. Young at Crockett’s River.
FOR
SALE
—
A
1-ton Ford truck. SPENCER
4.10 The Country's Record for 1921.
Home Demonstration agent with an
jury.
Charles V. Vickrey’s summary of
TO LET—A modern fiat with sun porch, B. BEATON, 668 Main St., Rockland. 111-lt
Kenneth Lynch, entertained friends
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crouse of Rock 4.20 Conferences.
room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette,
and the Senior Class of V. H. S. of assistant, will give instructions in the activities of the Near East Relief living
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood and 4 foot
millinery. Bring you:- new hat to be shows the disbursement of over breakfast room, electric lights, electric stove,
land were at Theron Crouse’s Sunday. 5.30 Supper.
Which he is a member at The Laurie
electric hot water heater, hot air furnace clefted hard wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rocktrimmed, bring your old hat to be re $60,000,000.00 in cash and supplies,
Mrs. Dana Miller of Thomaston,
Evening Session
furnished with antique furniture No. 3 Gro\e Portbungalow at Shore Acres, Friday
111*116
modeled, bring nil your materials.
visited old friends in town last week.
contributed by the American people street. N B COBB or E. C. DAVIS. 110-tf
7.00 Devotions, led by Rev. D. P. evening. The young people enjoyed
Foil SALE—Nice Guinea chickens; also
James Ulmer is ill.
to the salvaging of the Christian pop
a corn boil and picnic supper. Games
TO LET—For winter, furnished house of
young poultry.
Pel ley.
151 PLEASANT ST. City.
A. C. Campbell is at home for a two
ulations of the' Near East.
711
rooms. No modern improvements. No chil
lll*lt
SOUTH CUSHING
were played on the lawn and dancing
Offering.
dren
28
SOUTH
MAIN
STREET.
Tel
414
J
American
and
Canadian
men
and
weeks vacation from bis work in New 7.20 Address, The Community Train with music by the Victrola until the
FOR SALE—Barber shop. 1 chair, at 638
110-tf
women
relief
workers
have
been
en

York.
Main Street. Will give good trade. JOHN
ing School, Rev. W. H. Brewster. Ghosts appeared. They were chaper
Mi and Mrs. Weston Young from
gaged in this huge task on little
TO LET—6 room house. Inquire of D A. GUISTIN
111*113
Mrs. B. L. Stevens and daughter 8.00 Address The Church Vacation oned hj' Mrs. Phil Johnson, Mrs. L
S. 3. Lvndonia of Camden, visited their more than a volunteer basis.
SHERER,
406
Old
County
road.
Tel.
321-2.
63
Erma are in Thomaston, where Erma
FOR
SALE
—
Fitted
hardwood,
loose
hay and
Roy Smith and Mrs. Charles Chilles. parents. Mi. and Mrs Uaniel Young
School, Rev. Alex. Henderson.
110*112
hospitals, with 6,522 beds, and 123
new milch cows; will buy or sell live stock of
is attending High School.
The teachers present were, Principal Sunday/
Prayer and Benediction.
TO
LET
—
Store
corner
Ocean
and
Water
all
kinds.
MIKE
SUTELLA.
New
Countv
Road.
clinics;
II
rescue
homes,
where
Two large whales were visitors in
S. B. Hopkins, assistants, Mildred
Fine cemented basement with outside Tel. 314-6.
111*113
young girls rescued from lives of streets.
the river recently.
entrance Inquire of H. A. ROBBINS. 24 Till
Vinal, Evelyn Arey, supervisor of
FOR SALE—Young saddle and driving horse.
The weirs here are full of small CALLS FOR USE OF KNIFE music, Albra V. Smith. The pupils FATHER OF MODERN NOVELIST shame in Turkish harems are taught son Ave.
108*113
J. G GATH. South Hope, Me.
111*113
to forget their sufferings, and to be
mackerel.
TO LET—Three rooms and kitchen, all fur
were:
Marguerite Young. Edythe
gin life anew, self-supporting and nished,
FOR SALE—Dry fitted hard wood, split out
Mr. and Mrs. Clay, daughter and
very
comfortable
and
convenient
rent.
Libby, Leola Nichols, Ethelyn Strick Minstrel, Centuries Ago, Held Audi Independent, are maintained.
Over E. E. Simmons' store. Main street In of large wood, $13 00 per cord, delivered.
young lady friend from Sebago Lake How Carbuncle Should Be Treated to land, Phyllis Shields, Louise Hardison,
ences Very Much as Does the
quire by telephone or letter of H. M DANE, HERMAN ERICKSON, St. George Road, Thom
Effect Cure That Can Be Con
110,000
Little
Children
were at the Frye cottage last week.
aston Tel. 168-2.
111*116
Dora Landers, Flora Smith, Kathleen
Monhegan.
108-tf
Writer of Today.
sidered Thorough.
The leaves are beginning to take on
The
most
remarkable
feature
of
Gilchrist. Thelma Mullen, Kenneth
FOR SALE-—Edison phonograph with rec
TO LET—Small tenement on Brewster St.
the work of the Near East Relief is,
their fall colorings.
ords; excellent condition; price low. MRSi.
.Raymond, Kenneth
Lynch,
Fred
Tlie old tale tellers, the minstrels, however, the salvation of tens of L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
STROUT, 10 Pleasant street. ’
110-tf
Miss Katheryn Matthews, a teacher
At a recent examination by the state Noyes, A. Sawin Pierce, Fred Chilles,
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished
roums.
10
front
in the public schools of Thomaston, board of Ohio, medical students were Herbert Patrick, Afthttr Thomas and the palmers, the friars, the pedlers, thousands of children who have lost PLEASANT STREET
FOR SALE- Dry hard wood, 4 foot length
66*tf
A319 per cord; sawed stove length, $12; fitted
were the remote' ancestors of the nov parents and relatives during the past
spent the weekend at F. I. Geyer's.
asked how they would treat a car Alex Davidson.
TO LET—Furnished room, 16 BROAD ST.,7 B14 JONES & THORNDIKE. Thomaston TeL
Mrs. Ruth Osier and children have buncle. The official answer Is quoted
Miss Gladys Proctor, who has been elist of today. The minstrel supplied six years. For these little ones Amer or Tel. 741-M.
169-33.
62-tf
110*115
returned to their home in Bremen.
social need in his day. He was a ican generosity has provided, through
spending the summer with her aunt
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
FOR SALE—Benjamin C. Studley house on
Weston Young of the steam yacht from Rose & Carless’ Manual of Sur Mrs. L. W. Sanborn, returned Thurs circulating library when, as yet, there the Near'East Relief, 299 homes— rooms
Advertise yours In this columa and •Tames Street; also 2 acres of land on North
one, in Alexandropol, Armenia, hous
Kydonia called on his parents Sunday. gery, ns follows:
3-tf
day to Lowell, Mass.
Main and Broadway. Inquire MINNIE B.
was no circle of readers, anil besides ing 18,000 children—where, last you'll get an application Immediately.
“The most thorough and satisfactory
110*115
Joseph Kittredge, the harbef, has being the medieval novelist, he was year, 54,600 children were housed,
TO LET—STORAGE—For rumlture, stoves, ADAMS, 27 Catnden St.
Is to lay the carbuncle freely open un a new tenor saxaphone.
and musical Instruments or anything that re
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
the
medieval
publisher.
As
lie
drew
UNION
clothed,
fed
and
taught,
while
an
ad

quires
a
dry,
clean
room.
Terms
reasonable
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
der an anesthetic and scrape with a
Mrs. Albert Peterson and sons Cobb
45 tf
ditional 56,039, outside the Near J R. FLYE. 221 Main 8t.. Rockland
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing sod
sharp spoon or cut away all sloughs and Clarence returned to Rockland ills bow -across his viol or swept the East Relief orphanages, were saved
bathing facilities.
Inquire MISS EVA K.
High School Notes
strings
of
his
harp,
and
prayed
audi

TORREY. Tenant's Harbor.
32*tf
until healthy tissue Is reached, and Friday, having been guests of Mr. and
from starvation and death by food
Vacation’s over!
School opened
ence
for
some
romance
of
chivalry,
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson.
FOR SALE—490 model Chevrolet touring car
and clothing sent them from the
Sept. 12 with a registration of 55. then to disinfect the cavity thoroughly
Tires good. Price $150. 3 GILCHREST ST
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Shields were tlie boastings aud bickerings of the United States.
The Freshman class came in with 17 with pure carbolic acid or peroxide of
Thomaston. Me.
110-112
common hall were silenced, and the
members.
Quite an addition we hydrogen (10 volumes). Tlie hollow given a house warming Saturday
Mr. Vickrey's report states that
FOR SALE—Flemish Giant Rabbits, $2.50 pec
think! Some of the classes are en thus formed Is packed with gauze evening at their bungalow The Laurie rude roar of the market place was approximately 2,790,490 Armenians
pair. Dry Mill Slabs, $1 50 per foot. D E.
by the following party of relatives and
are still living in the Near East, out
larged by out of town students.
FLETCHER. Centre Lincolnville, Me. 110*112
soaked in an Iodoform emulsion (10 friends: Mr. and Mrs. Thad Carver. hushed.
By
the
end
of
the
Eleventh
cen

of
a
pre-war
population
of
over
A number of alumni who are soon per ceDt.) and allowed to heal by
FOR SALE—Fancy Rhode Island Red pul
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
G.
Carver,
Mrs.
Phil
tury
something
more
was
wanted,
and
4,000,000
aud
estimates
that
had
it
to go to college were present Wed granulation. Good food, iron, quinine
lets C. R. DORMAN, 134 North Main Street.
Johnson, Victor
Shields,
Phyllis
not
been
for
the
aid
given
by
tbe
nesday afternoon.
the literary craftsman of the Twelfth,
.
109*111
and alcohol according to judgment, Shields, Ethelyn Strickland. Mr. and
American people through the Near
We regret losing Osmon Plumer and
FOR SALE—Second-hand Ford, price reason
Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. O. C Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries East Relief, fully half of those now
must
be
administered,
while
appropri

able ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main 8t TeleI.ouis Etter, both of whom are to en
wove his romances of chivalry to meet
On Power Machines
Ithone 77._______________
109-11L
ate medicine (e. g., codeine or opium) Lane, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Coombs, Mrs.
living would have perished.
Food
ter the High Schools of Portland.
the needs of society. These romances was furnished to 561,970 homeless
Aurle
Roberts.
Mrs.
L.
A.
Coombs,
Mr.
FOR SALE—15,000 feet spruce boarding
The recitation room is to be sup and limitations of diet are necessary
and Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mr. and violated every canon of literary art, refugees during a large part of 1920,
boards; also 2x4 spruce Joist and plank. M H
plied with new chairs and desks as the In diabetic patients.”
STOVER CO.
109-114
Mrs. H. W. Fifield and Kendall Hatch. but it was not as literature that he while 300,000 garments, comprising
old ones are rather dilapidated.
The host and hostess were recipients looked at them—rather as a gorgeous 1,500,000 pounds of clothing sent
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood, seasoned under
We are glad to have back with us
cover; also furnace wood, $14 00 per cord deEvery issue of The Courier-Gazette of kitchen utensils and many other tai»estry set ln the framework of chiv out from the United States were dis
Arthur Harrison, as a senior. Last
livered. L. S. FOOLER, South Hope. 108*110
year he attended High School at Ni carries the home news of Knox county valuable gifts which included a wick alry. The influence these stories ex tributed to barefoot and rag-clad
FOR SALE—Dodge Roadster in first class
to every State ln the Union and to er chair, rug, etc. Supper was served ercised on tlie national life of Eng- wanderers, all the way from the
agara Falls, N. Y,
condition throughout, new tires, bumper aud
Mediterranean to the
Caucasus
on the porch and at 10.30 o’clock cake
The juniors are glad to welcome to n«n» foreign lends.
Yale
lock. FRENCH, 6 Oak St., Camden
aud
was
prodigious,
and
of
the
three
mountains.
and ice cream were enjoyed by the
B8tf
their class Miss Gaff from Rockland
guests. The evening was spent in groups into which they fell—the mat
Work Must Continue
High.
FOR SALE—Six room house, hot water
ter of Britain and the matter of Rome
dancing and playing cards.
Commenting on these figures Mr.
heater, can be purchased on easy terms. ROB
The teachers this year are James
On Saturday evening the folks came the Great—the most popular belonged Vickrey stated that “ this distinctive
ERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Telephone 77,
Young, principal and Miss Grace
' .GIFTS THAT LAST
swarming on Charles and Laura to to the second. Dealing,witb tbe story ly humanitarian relief work, as an
Howes assistant.
give
a
house-warming;
the
bungalow
of King Actbur and the Round Ta expression of brotherhood, should
f°R SALE—Btueberry pasture at Juniper
Friday will be Current Event Day
Hiu. W. A. RIPLEY, Tel. 594-W.
lOfitf
cozy was all alight as friends gath ble, Lord Ernie once said it was prob help to mark the beginning of a new
ln the Freshman class.
ered in from left and right, with ably partly patriotism and partly re era of peace and inter-racial good
FOR SALE—1910 Ford In good condition.
W. P. STRONG
The first of the week those in
new tires, will sell at reaaonable prlco. Tel
showers of tinware and presents ga
will in the Near East.
charge were at a loss Just how to
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
notify ALFRED MORRIS, Tenant's Harbor.
lore, for this jolly couple in camp by ligion which made Sir Thomas Mal
The tremendous task undertaken
keep everybody busy, as there are
lory choose this group of the medieval
WALL PAPER
the
shore.
Son
Victor
from
Constan

FOR SALE—3 passenger Overland roadster
by
the
American
people
in
saving
the
only two teachers this year, classes
1918 model. Excellent condition. Been driven
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
tinople was home, also nephew Thad romances of chivalry. Partly, also, it children of the Near East is one
1
have had to be combined resulting in
about 4000 milea. MRS. E. H. BOSK. 239
was
a
true
Instinct
of
literary
genius,
SUPPLIES
from Kansas, well known; the rest
which cannot be left unfinished. We
Broadway.
106-111
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
a shortage of books.
were good friends of this town by the for tills was the one group which had have an investment of over $60,000THOMASTON, MAINE
AND ADDRESS OP MAKER AND
FOR
SALE
—
Give
me
your
order
for
broilers,
sea, and Charles was as happy as in it the enduring elements of vitality. 000 in human life, that America has
Tu&Stf
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
roasting chickens and fowl, dressed or other
happy could be. A dinner was served That group alone gave us the inward saved. If we falter or pause now,
wise, 10 to 12 hours notice CHAS. T. SPBARt
A 8afety Raiser.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
150 Middle Street. P. O. Box 332.
99tf
at 8 by tne clock and every guest was and spiritual meanings, the capacity that investment is imperiled, or may
Mrs. Nosey—“Did you hear that aw
even be lost altogether. Most of the
filled up chock-a-block.
The table
FOR SALE—Two five passenger cars, cheap,
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
ful racket across the street last night?
for allegorlrul interpretation, the mys
and In perfect running condition. Good Urea
children we have saved from death
groaned with good things to eat, and
For Pound size
Tony’s little boy misbehaved and he
P. D. STARRETT. Warren, Me.
101-tf
Eddie he ate himself quite off his feet, tical symbolisms which were living, are still too little to tako care of
thrashed him with a razor strop." Mrs.
lasting
influences,
because
successive
Postage
15
oents
additional
themselves, and conditions through
FOR SALE—Farm of 115 acres for $1700.
Amusements consisted of music and
Half down, balance $100 per year at 0%. Build
Peery—“Oh, how perfectly barbar
dancing, while others about the lawn generations could appropriate them to out the Near East are still too
ings In good repair. ROBERT COLMNS. 375
ous !”—American Legion Weekly.
would go prancing. Some stayed in their own needs and circumstances.— uncertain to let them shift for them
Main Street. Telephone 77.
100-11]
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
selves. It is morally sure that for at
the cottage and some on the beach London Telegraph.
.,FOkRi 8ALE—FARM—00 acres, H mowtag,
Postage 10 cents additional
least five years, and until these little
while the grand old moon shone over
the balance wood and pasture, good buildings
ones that we have snatched from a
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
’ the Reach. The good time lasted clear
Situated at Crescent Beach on the shore of
terrible fate are able to support
Penobscot Bay
Would make a fine summer
ered at same time, add to the prloe
Probably Enough.
into daylight, when the clock said
home.
Price reasonable to close an estate Ap
of first 1000, $1.00 and 16 cents post
“Good morning" instead of “Good
Railroad King—“What do you think themselves and enjoy an even chance
ply
to
FLOYD
L
SHAW, Rockland, Me
of life as useful citizens, tbe Amer
age tor each 1000.
night.”
I need, doctor, to set me up again?”
THOMASTON, ME.
ican people who have rescued them
Doctor—“Well, I think a little Iron must see them through.
FOR SALE—Delicious Sweet Cider,
Lieut. Shields at Home
fresh every day from choice apples. Delivered
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
will help you.” Railroad King—“Good!
SPECIALS
"It is the purpose of the Near East
anywhere. Drop me a card. J. H. SIMONTON.
Among the Vinalhaven boys who
I gobbled up a whole railroad system Relief to do just this, and we appeal
For Half Pound else
R. F. D Rockland.
110-tf
Chevey Chase Dresses ............. $1.49
have made good is Lieut. Victor 11
OUR SPECIALTY
to the generosity of the American
Postage 10 cents additional
Silk Top Union Suits ............... 1.29
Shields, who returned recently from last week.”—Homeopathic Recorder.
.FOR SALE—Pure apple cider vinegar of a
people to see this noble work is car
high quality. Drop me a card. J. H. SIMONSport Hats, all colors ............... 1.39
Constantinople, and is enjoying
TON, R. P. D„ Rockland,
95tf
ried out in the spirit of mutual help$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Tams ................................................. 98
well-earned vacation as guest of his
fqlness and Christian charity which
FOR
SALF
—
A
ux
.
aloop
boat
In
damaged
con
Lockwood A Cotton.................... 12'/i
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Postage 10 cents additional
is so essentially characteristic of the
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man wbe
School Plaids, good colors...........25
Shields. Victor is very modest in
can
repair
boat
himself
himself.
Inquire
JL
D,
American ideal.”
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
Dainty line of Gifts—Childrens' Toys
speaking of his achievements and
BIRD CO. < Camden 8t„ Rockland. Me.
^Contributions to the work of the
ered at same time, add to the priot
____
______________
82-tf
quite averse to newspaper recognition
Agents for Edison Disc Phonographs
Near East Relief may be sent to
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
INC.
However, he honestly admits the fol
FOR SALE—New and second hand lxjots,
Cleveland H. Dodge, Treasurer 1
and Records
age fo>- each 1000.
shoes, clothing, hardware, dlshee, musical In
i lowing facts. He was graduated from
Madison Ave., New York City.
struments and furniture. C. T. BRAGG, 818
BOSTON, MASS.
Ladies’ Home Journal Patterns
I University of Vermont in 1917; en
M»i°
89tf
Circulating Library
1 rolled in U. S. N. reserve force April
FOR SALE—The Neieon farm at Northport,
The
Value
of
a
Disguise.
j 16: on duty at U. 8. Naval Hospital
COURIER.
25 acres and 8 acres ot young growth: nleotw
“Who Is that fellow talking to Sen
of wood. Splendid situation for a lummox
; ln Portsmouth. N. H. and Boston
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
We are now prepared to ator
NED L. MORISON, Apple Expert
home.
Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO., Bel
GAZETTE.
Shortworthy?” “He’s a profes
I took examination for regular service
fast. Me
Tetf
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
buy
Fresh
and
Salt
Fish
in
fin May; and was commissioned as
sional lobbyist.” “He’s rather shab
E. W. J. HEARTY, President
Rockland
Maine
FOR
SALE—
Second
hand
Chtckerlng
parlor
1 lieutenant, junior grade in July—all in
AN INSPIRATION
any quantity; also can sup bily dressed.” “A lobbyist doesn’t
grand piano; rosewood cue. Inquire of MB.
! 1917—and took a post graduate course
FOSTER.
75
Cedar
street
5g.tf
care
to
advertise
tbe
fact
that
he
’
s
When you give a photograph, you
ROBERT B. LORING, Trees.
ply you with Fresh Bait, Ice drawing $10,000 or $15,000 a year for
at Harvard Medical in the same sum
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard wood, fitted
give of yourself. No other keepsake
I mer.
Promoted to full lieutenant
mill wood, bard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
doing nothing in particular.”—Birming
and Salt.
inspires so many generous impulses.
delivered. T. J. CARROLL, restdenoo Bast
: February 1918, and left for France in
You
Know
What
You
Are
Doing.
ham Age-Herald. »
You would be photographed more
Warren; P. O. Thomaston. Tel. Rocklao*
March; was in Paris one week, then
20 Fanuel Hall Market
263-21
58-M
DEEP SEA FISHERIES
often if you but knew how happy it
, sent to U. S. Naval Aviation Section
Other
People
May
Not
makes your family and friends.
FOR 8ALE—New and second hand furniture
at lie Tudy, a small fishing village in
INC.
(North Side)
Hint for the Grownups.
No portrait is so completely satis
Tell Them Through an Advertise* t B L RYDER'S. Pleasant 8t. BockoorL 10-tf
Brittany, which station distinguished
TILLSON WHARF
Jud Tunkins says children have
fying as one made by a professional
itself by successfully attacking and
Every issue of The Courier -Quetta
ment In This Paper.
learned to be very patient with people
photographer.
destroying two enemy submarines,
Telephone 290
carries the home news of Knox county
who want to tell them stories, when
between February and Nov. 11, 1918,
96TU-S
PHONE, 33-11
to every State ln the Union and to
JVROT
they'd rather play their own guinea.
| a record lhat was equalled by no other
many foroign lands,
____

The annual convention of the Knox
County Sunday School Association will
be held in the Baptist church, Warren.
,
mv.
* ,i
Wednesday. The following schedule

WANTED

STITCHERS

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

MAINE

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

APPLES

FISHERMEN
ATTENTION!

KINGMAN & HEARTY

THE

“The House Built on the Apple”

a

i

107*112

109-11

Every-Other-Day
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In Social Circles

ELEGANT AND USEFUL

The arrival and departure of guests during
toe vacation season is of interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Hems of social news and will thank our friend*
to supply ua with Information ln this con
nection.
TELEPHONE

779

Mr. and Mm. E. L. Brown have re
turned from a ten days’ motor trip,
taking in Quebec. Montreal the White
Mountains and other points of inter
est. They were accompanied by Mr.
nnd Mrs. A. J. Huston, of Portland.
All report a most enjoyable and inter
esting trip, to the pleasure of which
good roads and beautiful weather
greatly added.
Mrs. Francis Merchant has been
visiting her sister, Mrs Edwin Sellers
ill Vinalhaven for the past week

Miss Flora Beckert, formerly of
Dockland, who has been employed by
the McKelvey Co, in Youngstown,
Ohio, is now in New York, Miss Beckert has taken a position with the
Frederick 1-oeser Co. of Brooklyn,
in the advertising department—her
chosen field—and will begin her du
ties Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Keizer mo
tored from South Casco Saturday, and
Spent the weekend in this city. Con
siderable remains to be done around
Mr, Keizer’s National Camps and
Hotel before he comes to Rockland for
the winter,

John H. Thomas who came down
from Waltham, Mass., to attend the
annual reunion of his regiment, left
for home yesterday morning.

Ralph L. Wiggln and family, who
have been spending the summer at
their Crescent B‘'ath cottage, have re
turned to Rockland but plan to go
down for the weekends as often as
possible.

A birthday surprise party given ln
honor of Miss Elizabeth Colburn, was
held Saturday evening at the home or
Miss Blanche Seavey, James street
It was an unique gathering in the re
spect that the 11 guests were all ste
nographers. Lunch was served, lhe
popular guest of honor was presented
Crepe de chine was chosen for mak with an album for snapshots.
ing this handsome blouse for fall. It
Class 26 of tlie Mcth-.dist Sundav
ts lp a bright henna shade with stitch
ery in white and white crepe de chine School will have a social evening wit!
faring tbe sleeves and neck opening. Mrs. A. XV..Gregory Thursday, and all
The collar may be worn open, dlsclos of lhe members are asked to be pres
ent.
•
Ing the facing and a small, plain
vestee of the white crepe.
Mrs. George Barnes of Wheeler’s
Bay is the guest ef her sister Mrs. A.
V. Sawyer.
from the Naval Academy next June.
Upon his departure from Rockland
Capt. and Mrs. iO. E. Watts mo
Saturday he was accompanied by his tored to Bath Tuerday accompanied
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Ben by Mrs. Joseph Adams and Mrs Al
jHmin Bartlett, who'wlll make a short bert Hall. Capt. and Mrs. Watts and
visit in Boston.
Mrs. Adams are guests of Mrs. George
T. Allen. They leave r.ext week for
Col. Harry Ross left yesterday for Boston and New York on their way
New York on a 10 days' business trip. to their home in Bar. Francisco.

Mrs. Cora E. Harwood of Woodfords
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton and
and Mrs. William Johnston of Waldo
boro were weekend guests of Mrs. L. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Spear have gone
to Grand Lake, on a short gunning
H. Snow, Ingraham Hill.'
trip.
Mrs, Fannie Ingraham and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dunn of Lynn,
Frank C. Ingraham and baby have re
turned from a two weeks visit in No- Mass., are guests of Lieut. Coin, and
bleboro.
Mrs. Carlton F. Snow at , Treasure
Point Farm—whose attractions are
Miss Minnie C. Smith is the guest manifold, but Mr. Dunn nevertheless
of her father in Vinalhaven, a few manages to wrench himself from them
days.
to the extent of trying out the golf
course at the Rockland Country Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Heckbert,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith, Mrs. i Lucille Rankine entertained Satur
Charles A. Heckbert and Edward day in honor of her lifth birthday.
Huntley had an especially enjoyable Games were played, first prizes being
motor trip Sunday going to Augusta [ won by Lucille Egan and Clifford
and Togus. and returning by the way Ladd. Luncheon was served to 30
of Brunswick where they were guests guests.
pf a former Rockland couple, Mr. and i
Mrs. Horace E. Lamb leaves today
Mrs. John J. Padbury. The Padburys
bought a farm in Brunswick after re- ! to visit her mother, Mrs. T. J. Marturning from California, and their vis ritt, in Btookline, Mass.
itors Sunday found them very pleusMrs. Vlnie Ulmer is the guest this
antly located. Mr. Padbury leaves
Friday for Barre, Vt., where he will he week of Mrs. E. S. Bird at Mirror
employed by a tool manufacturing Lake.
concern.
Mrs. XV. T. Cobb and Miss Martha
Mrs. Charles Harriman and family of Cobb have issued Invitations to a
Whitinsville, Mass., who have been luncheon and auction for next Satur
the guests of her sister, Mis. Bert day.
Angel, returned home Friday. Mrs.
Mrs. Mamie Singleton is spending
Angel motored with them as far as
Boston, and will also spend a few days the week with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bur
in New York.
pee and Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Miles and
children at Lucia Beach.
„ Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Parker of New ’
York, who have been boarding the
R. L. Knowlton, accompanied by
past week at Wessaweskeag Inn, leave his mother Mrs. E. A. Knowlton; and
for home today, so thoroughly charm-1 sisters, Grace. Maude and Eda mo
ed with the place and with the treat tored Sunday to North Conway, N.
ment they have received from Land- i H. Mrs. Knowlton and Miss Grace
lord and Mrs. L. B Smith that they Knowlton remain at the Forest Hills
have engaged rooms for next season. Inn for a week’s stay.
Mr. Parker is president of a new York
bank.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. W. Burpee leave
today for Malden, Mass., where Hr.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady who have been Burpee will spend his vacation.
spending tbe summer at Crescent
Irving Tuttle Returned to Bowdoin
Beach, occupying the Adam Cole bun
galow, returned to New York Satur- Friday.
day.
Mrs. Lougce and daughter Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Stern, who Josephine Lougee, who have been vis
have been occupying the Smith cottage' iting Mrs. Oliver Otis, have returned
at Rockland Breakwater, since early, to Boston.
In tbe season, left Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley are
for their home in New York.
spending their vacation in the White
Mrs. Joel P. Wood of Belfast is the Mountains.
gu^st this week of Mr. and Mrs. Mel
Mrs. Littlefield of Belfast was a
vin S. Wood.
weekend guest of Mrs. Alvah B. Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall A. Hodgkins
Frank E. Bridges of Swan’s Island
and daughter Ruth of .Winthrop,
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. V. was a business visitor ln the city yes
terday.
A. Leach.

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Keene of Fre
mont, Neb., and Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Gillette of Winthrop, Mass., arc at the
Thorndike for a few days, having
motored from Boston Saturday. Mr.
Keene supplements his stories of Ne
braska’s wonderful corn crop with
some very striking photographs, in
which he is seen with arms extended
to full height vainly trying to reach
the top of the 14-foot corn stalks
which grew on his 110-acrc farm this
summer. One would almost get the
ides, that they harvest their corn crop
out that way with airplanes. If the
price is as high as the corn somebody
is going to get very rich. Mr. Keene’s
son, CharleB Albert Keene, is in charge
of his farm.

Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Gardner have
returned from a motor trip through
Canada and the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Stover and Miss Berdelle Strout are on a motor trip, which
includes New York and Montreal.

Mrs. Minnie Cobb, who has been
spending the summer with Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Auchee of New York, at
Alamoosook Lake, has returned to
Rockland, and is the guest of Miss
Martha Wight.
Walter V. Wentworth and Mrs. T.
A. Wentworth of Bangor were in the
city last week for a few days. They
returned Sunday accompanied by
Capt. and Mrs. 'Albert Pillsbury of
Berkeley, Cal., who returned last
evening by the beat.

Mrs. Helen Webster of Bangor was
the weekend guest of friends in this
city.

Mrs. Edward Hellier and Mrs. En
sign Otis were hostesses at a very
pretty luncheon at Cooper’s Beach
Friday. Guests were seated at four
small tables which were beautifully
decorated with flowers.
Among out
of town guests were Mrs. Edward
Norris of New York, Mrs. Edith Kelly
of Lexington. Miss Sophie Sawyer of
Brooklyn, (who is visiting Mrs. Henry
Bird). Miss Mabel Snow of "Brookline
and Mrs. Louis Wardwell of Camden.

Midshipman J. E. Parker of the An
napolis Naval Academy, who has been
having a month’s leave of absence,
spent the weekend in Rockland and
vicinity. He has just ended his third
Rummer cruise, which completes fori

Mm » tour of the Korld, tte graduate;}1

bankment and down a decline, which
left it stranded on the flats 75 feet
below. The windshield was smashed,
together with one of the searchlights,
but printers are proverbially lucky,
and these two escaped with hardly a
scratch. Upon their return Friday
they were accompanied
by Mrs.
Wright, who has been the guest of
Mr. and, Mrs. Byrnes since Labor Day,
and as far as Bath by Mrs. Byrnes and
Mrs. Clarence Wyllie, who spent the
day with Mrs. A. H.' ""Blackington.
They returned by train.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton left this
morning for a two weeks’ trip to NewYork.
William P. Burpee and niece are at
Criehaven on a sketching trip, from
which they expect to return Thurs
day.
Mrs. Alice 51. Spear returned Friday
from an extended visit in Everett,
Malden and Cambridge, Mass.

Members of the Chapin Class to the
number of about 35 picnicked at Mrs.
Emma Crockett’s cottage. Ingraham
Hill last night. The supper table was
laden with nice things and the feast
was followed by music, dancing and
the general good time that the Chapin
Class always has. Mrs. Sidney M.
Bird and Miss E. Aldana Coleman
were admitted to membership.
Mr. and. Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs.
James Donohue and Miss Abbie Mc
Donald are on a motor trip to Quebec
and Montreal.

Mr. and Mrs. Orel E. Davies are on
a motor trip to Moosehead.
Mr.
Linwood Rogers and Uarry Berman Davies is casting his weather eye over
have gone to Molunkus on a gunning the big game prospects.
trip, making the journey in Mr. Ber
man’s new car.
Thomas Spear, a supervisor of the
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co., ar
Miss Mildred Glllejte ol Lexington, rived Sunday for a week’s stay at the
Mass., has rejoined nV) patents at Meadows.
Crescent Beach.
Mrs. Edwin L. Harriman of Bucks
Mr. and Mrs. Lull, who have been port is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
spending the
summer at Crescent George Leonard at "The Everglades.”
Beach, left Saturday night for their
Lome in Chicago. They have greatly
Mrs. Alice MacAUister has returned
enjoyed their stay, and have had a to her home in Boston, after visitiug
prominent part in many of the sea Mrs. Frank Alden for two weeks.
son's social festivities.
Wesley Comstock is having his an
Dr. Mildred Tuttle Is home from nual vacation from the store of H. H.
New Brunswick, and It is understood Crie & Co. and is visiting in Mt. Ver
that she Wiii engage in practice else non.
where after spending the winter with
hre mother.
Mrs.’ Leola Noyes entertained 14 of
her junior pupils at Oakland Park
Howard Wright, head pressman of last week. Those enjoying the good
the Boston American; and Fred Ham time were Vangt?’Perry,’ Annie Leon
ilton. who is also employed as press ard. Mildred and Myrtle Sprague. Alman in that
establishment, were ibert Dodge, Madeline Bubier, 5Iary
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. XV. and Dorothy Lawry. Robert Dunbar,
E. Byrnes. West Meadow road. They Katherine and Edwin Burke, Evelyn
are not apt to soon forget O^ir motor Niles and Oram Lawry, Jr.
trip to Rockland, for'aV Ntitth 'fcdgecombe their car went over an emLIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA

YOU CAN
SAVE MONEY

BY BUYING
YOUR

SCHOOL
AT THE
OLD RELIABLE

Boston Shoe Store
887 Main St, Rockland, Maine
EVERYTHIMB IN FOOTWEAR
ANO NEVER UNDERSOLO

CAMDEN
The regular meeting of Mt. Battie
Lodge. I. O. O. F., will be held Tues
day evening. There will be a rehearsal
of the initiatory degree.
The Knox Past Noble Grands’ Asso
ciation will meet Wednesday afternoon
at the Y. M. C. A. building, followe<l
by a picnic supper at 6.30.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
In the church parlors Wednesday after
noon.
. ,
The body of Harold Heal. World War
veteran, who was killed a few days
before the armistice was signed, ar
rived Friday and the funeral was held
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
opera house under direction of the Na
tional Guard, C. A. C. Arey-Heal Post
attended in a body and joined in tlie
procession to Mountain View cemetery.
The Park Band was also in attend
ance. The flowers were in abundance
and spoke of the high standing in
which the deceased was held In the
community.
Mrs. E. B. Crosby, Junior Past Presi
dent of the Rebekah Assembly of
Maine, left Thursday for Bridgton,
wheue she attended the anniversary of
Rebekah Oddfellowship and gave a
paper, "Purposes and Objects of Oddfellowship.” FFom there she went to
Toronto, Canada, where she will at
tend the session of the Grand Lodge
and the Association ot' Rebekah As
semblies.
Miss Abbie Evans leaves today for
Pittsburgh, Pa., where she will be en
gaged in settlement work.
Harold Currier of Gardiner has joined
his family here where they are guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. XV.
Currier.
Mrs. George Wardwell of Belfast is
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. L. A.
Cash.
Mrs. Charles Warner Jones, who ha-s
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. J.
L. Tewksbury, returned to her home
in Jersey City, N. J., Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Jones of Belfast
were in town Sunday to attend the
funeral of her nephew, the late Harold
Heal. Mrs. Sumner Perry of Rockland
was in town for that purpose. .
Irvin Heal of Boston has been spend
ing a few days in town, called by the
funeral of his brother.

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. XV. A. Johnston are
Keep in mind the millinery meeting
spending a few days in Vanceboro.
at Glover hall, Friday at 10 o’clock,
daylight. A good attendance is de
Mrs. Frank Lyddie is spending a sired, with hats to remodel.
few days with relatives in Swan's
Mr. Perkins has returned to Welles
Island.
ley, 5Iass., to resume work in a
garage.
A. J. Noyes, who has been a guest of
Thomas Mathews has returned from
his son, Warren C. Noyes, the past Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, where
two weeks, has returned to his home he went for treatment.
in Topsfield. Miss Pauline Noyes,
Miss Fannie Spear has returned to
who joined her father here for a few Portland.
days, has also returned to Bangor.
Mr. and JIrs. Peter Starrett have
gone to Whitman, Mass., to visit her
Mrs. Howard Waltz and Mrs. Helen sister, Mrs. Thayer.
Lyddie spent Sunday in Damariscotta
Supt. Rowe is visiting schools at Ma
Mills and Wiscasset.
tinicus and Criehaven this week.
Mrs. Emily Abbott and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham. who Mrs. Edwards of Ash Point, called on
have been stopping in Rockland for a her sister, Mrs. Pauline McIntyre.
week, returned to A’inalhaven today.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Maxey and Mrs.
Sheridan Lermond have gone to Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Feeney re ton.
turned this morning from Atlantic
Mr. and Mrs. Munsey will leave Fri
City, where Mr. Feeney attended a day foe Miami, Fla.
national convention of fishing inter
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burgess and
ests.
Mrs. Bryant were callers in town Sun
day.
William Sweeney
arrived
this
Miss Dorothy Whitney of Thomaston,
morning from Texas, where he has a recent graduate of the New England
been for several weeks attending a Conservatory of Music of Boston, is
national painters’ convention.
teaching music in the village schools.
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Snow and
Jliss Alice Snow left this morning for
Boston, in the motor car. Miss Snow
begins her stuflies in the Boston
School of Physical Education.

A merry party of Grangers left
Camden on the steamer Castine Sat
urday to attend the session of Limerock Valley Pomona Grange at North
JHaven. Over water as sihooth as a
mill pond the first leg of the Journey
was completed. Proceeding to the hall
at Pulpit Harbor by auto, and on
foot, the Grangers Pomona opened
with a brief forenoon session.
Ad
journment of an hour, for dinner, was
followed by a lively afternoon meet
ing, In which 17 candidates were ad
mitted to the fifth degree. An inter
esting literary program, In which en
cores were the rule, was enjoyed.
After adjournment, the hospitality of
the host Grange, was taxed to th? ut
most at an early supper before leav
ing. The island Grangers always fill
this i>art of Pomona meetings to per
fection. The wisdom of the plan of
chartering a big boat, was shown on
the return trip, as the sea was a bit
rough, but the Castine proved her sea
worthiness, and only four of the 40 on
hoard showed signs of seasickness.
The next Pomona meeting Will be held
with St.'George Grange Saturday, Oct.
15.
That tired feeling is a burden you
need not" carry. " Hood's Sarsaparilla
will rid you of it tnd renew your
coura®e;-radv,____________ _ -
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THE
AMERICAN’S CREED
I believe in the United States
of Amenca-'as a government of
the people, by the people, for the
people whose just powers are derived from the consent of the govemed; a democracy in a republie; a sovereign Nation of many
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
one and inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
equality, justice and humanity
for which American patriots sacrifleed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe it is my
duty to my country to love it;
to support its Constitution; to
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
and to defend it against all enemles.

Tears.
Physicians say that women ln whose
eyes tears gather quickly have the
most beautiful eyes. They are bright,
tender and , attractive. Women with
the mttre delicate nerve systems weep
more easily.

at KNOX HOSPITAL
for FREE TREATMENT of persons
suffering -from Venerssl Diseases
who are unable to pay for treat
ment.

For Women and Children
Monday Afternoon 3 to 4
Women only
Tuesday Evening 7JO to 8J0
Men only
Thursday Evening 7.30 to 8.30
State Department of Health

102-S-Tu-3w

---------- 5—-- ---------

-4—

BAKER CONS
For fifty years known to
trade as the best for
‘■service.

the

STONINGTON

FURNITURE

COMPANY

L. Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND

Your stove taken in part payment in exchange for one of
thees Household Ranges

New complete line of Neponset Floor Coverings

A few patterns of Floor Covering as low as 45c per yard
BIG STOCK OF MATTRESSES AT VERY LOW PRICES

STONINGTON

„

FURNITURE COMPANY

L. Marcus

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
Persona Non Grata.
Banks—"Did you ever attend any ol
Miss Budd's ‘at-homes’?” Borelelgh
(sadly)—“No, but I’ve attended a good
many of her not at homes."—Boston
Transcript.

When a Feller Needs a Friend.
Among the day’s pathetic figures is
I the youngster who, as the school year
draws to a close, seeks a diplomatic
way of Informing the old gent that
ha failed to
&•
to pass.

i

WHtN IN BOSTON—Even issue of The
ecurler-Gazette is ou aaie by the Old South
.\titts Co., Washington St. opposite fool
School call around and get a copy of ton

iNtper with the hone newa
_______
________________
_______
__________
LNGKAVtO OAK US—tail
al MU
office aud

j ax»uuue »i>ie» n you already ua« * pi*i«
i|<iz
‘ting
ua .vprim
U(«U
/ itVHiu,. aud
, „iiletKIhK
aABKyou
irTK cards Is ».*

-cause and effect!
hard carbon and prevents Its
RIENDS— allow us to intro
further accumulation. It there
duce Professor FAM-O-us,
fore adds to the power of the
who will talk to us on “Car
bon—and Its effect on Present motor and to the gas mileage of
your car.
Day Motoring.”
“The other kind of carbon—ef a
The Professor has made an exten
soft, sooty nature and black hi
sive study on carbon. He called
color, is caused by burning oil
on us the other day to compli
and may be traced to leaky pis
ment us on the way we are going
ton rings. FAM-O will remove
about the extinction of this
this carbon but not its cause; its
enemy of good motoring.
cause can only be removed by a
“Carbon,” sez he, “Is caused by
good mechanic and new piston
two things. The first Is from gas
rings.’’
I
oline, and most deadly. Gaso
The
Professor
got
these
words
of
line residue is a slate-colored
wisdom off his chest -poured a
carbon which forms In layers on
couple of ounces of FAM-0 Into
combustion chambers, valve
the tank of his 1912 Short-Run
heads and spark plugs. This
Four and chugged up the streethard carbon—as It Is called—
There
’s no carbon—hard or soft
has the effect of lessening the
—in the Professor’s car, you can
power of the motor, causes car
bet. Is there in yours? Use
bon knocking and greatly re
FAM-O. Eight ounces for $1.00,
duces gasoline mileage.
$12 gallon, at all dealers. GOR
DON MANUFACTURING CO,
“FAM-O mixed with your gaso
Foxboro, Mass.
line removes all accumulated

F

$48.00 to $385.00
Send for BAKER BOOK
LET describing the entire
line.

Removes Hardened Carbon and its Cause.

Baker Gun Company
314 Broadway, New York

’ HERMAN E. BROWN
East Kingston, N. H.

lef-iit

/

tsns-Q guthorizsd visVibwtor Naw Hantpshifs

Main?
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CARUSO’S

OLD CRONIES MEET

MANTLE

Claimed It Will Fall On Young Editor//
ltalian From California.

C°urier;^’ette:“ h

“And he brought me thither and behold there was a man whose appear-

LONELIEST SPOT IN ENGLAND

QUARRY AND KILN

Residents of Essex Village Surely Are
Cut Off From the Society of
Their Fellows.

A Few Stray Chips From Bul
letin 80, Editor Clark’s- PreVacation Issue.

... .. I ance was like the appearance of brass.
Speculation is already rife in the ,
. .
.
*
with a line of flax in his hand and a
The most Inaccessible spot ln Eng
newspaper and musical circles of .his I measuring reed; an<i he stOod in the land, according to a correspondent in
Gregory—One of the Fullerton crews
country as to whose shoulders the j gate." And once again the wind blew the Manchester Guardian, is Foulness, lave been repairing leaks in shed roof.
“Mantle" of the famous Enrico Ca- j over the lake and the Reed was shak- ln Essex. As the crow flies Foulness
The Berwick brought 1500 Jacobs
,
1 en
ruso shall
rest upon, Tk„
rue v,.,„
New v.irk
ioik
, , by' the. wind and wrote concerning Is barely forty miles from London— from Rockport Friday for car orders.
.
things of Herring Gut, Skeeter HarEvening Globe of Augut 2nd mentions bor> q’enant’s Harbor, Long Cove and a little Island sundered from the Es
• • • •
three- "Lucien Muratore, the French Clark's Island—forgetting to mention sex marshes by the wide estuary of
Barrel Factory No. 1—Five days’
tenor; Benjamin Gigli, the Italian, Wild Cat, Turkey, Gabblctown, Head- the Crouch. It costs about a pound production was 4.039 barrels. Operwith Mario Chamlee of the Metropol of-the-lane, Hart's Neck, Fogarty’s ($5) to get from Bumham-on-Crouch
ition on the International Co. stock
itan as perhaps the most likely one.”
Corner and a few other well-known —the nearest railway station—to Foul
When Chamlee made his debut at places, including Scuffletown.
ness and back, for there is no public will be finished by Wednesday. Some
the Metri politan Opera llous;. on
It seemeth good to have our friend service and a bargain for the trip has remarkably fine barrels were produced
November 21st la3t, seven, of l>» from Chicago join us once more. If
to be 6truck with a local boatman. from this stock.
New Yfik critics eomented on tin le should join the nomads and visit
e • e e
similarity in the quality of the two Tenant’s Harbor now, he would find When the boat reaches the pebble
Point
—
A
car
containing 600 bales
shore
you
scramble
as
best
you
can
voices. Mr. Max Smith in the New
he inviting Wan-e-set Inn, ready to
Foreman
over the sea wall, and so to the sur hair arrived in Saturday.
Y. rk American said: "His voice is a •ater to his every want.
Larrabee began a two weeks' vacation
tenor of essential lyric calib.-r, yet
Times have changed, new people face of the Island.
Monday. R Thomas will be in charge
peculiarly "’ami and mellow in tin come in, so that as I read the Tenant’s
Foulness is about 14 miles round,
middle regisief, reminding one in a Harbor news the names are not fa and possesses a church, an Inn and luring his absence. W. M. Cunningsmall way cf Caruso ” Mr. Pitts San miliar. In my boyhcod if you met a three shops, but no policeman and no nam of the cooper shop received a
bad cut on inside of middle finger of
born in the Ever ing Globe writes at man on the street and addressed him
doctor.
The only Industry besides left hand last Friday requiring four
greater length on the subject and as Cap'n Hart, seven times out of ten
says. "Every once in a tth'4 we you’d hit it right. I am glad that farming appears to be shooting wild stitches to be taken. He had a bothear that 'a joyng Caruso' has friend Reed remembers the good old duck and widgeon, which abound here :le in his hand to get drinking water
reached town. He sings. Sometimes names of our boyhood days. All right, in company with many other birds ol rnd in going to the faucet caught his
To
he never sings again—here. Some George—I'll lay off friend Brown and types rarely seen so far north. At low foot on stove railing and fell.
times he remains as a more or less take your word for it that the Father tide those of the Islanders who pos rave the bottle from breaking he held
useful member of an opera company. of His Country had nothing on him sess no boat and no money to hire one into it with above results The first
Always there has been room for the for truth-telling. Sorry we could not can walk to the mainland by the lid given by Mr. Larrabee on this oc■asion was highly complimented by
next one of the brand. Perhaps the have me’ at the Island this summer
Broonway, a huge stretch of sand, with the physician dressing the wound.
real 'young Caruso’ is Mario Cham and made up some new ones for the
....
lee, who made his local debut in the winter season. Those flounders made little birch sticks marking the track.
This takes them across the Foulness
Five Kiln s—William Staples’ burned
season's first Metropolitan "Tosca” great breakfast food, didn’t they?
last evening. Mr. Chamlee revealed a
You can't tell me nothing about the and Maylln sands to Wakering, and wrist has so much improved that he
voice which in its purity of timbre, country around St. George—so you Involves a tramp of front 10 to 20 ’xpects to return to work next week.
• • • •
combined with a well recognized needn’t try.
Boze.
miles, according to the point at which
By-Products—Schooner Mary- Lang
•warmth and richness actually sug
the island is left. Nothing can be seen
don towed to Snow's railway Friday
gested the super tenor of the great
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE of the outside world from Foulness, ifternoon to be scraped and painted
Enrico. Today the most cordial good
for on all sides It Is shut In by the ind necessary caulking. Time-keeper
•wishes of all lovers of opera must go
Bowdoin College opens Thursday, sea wall, and there ls no vestige of a Vose begins his vacation period this
both to Mr Gatti-Casazza and his
with an entering class which num hill from which to obtain a view.
week. Charles Knights, checker and
‘young Caruso.”
Among
time-keeper at the new kilns will
Mario Chamlee was born in Lcs bered 140, at last accounts.
the
new
students
are
three
from
substitute for him. Everett Philbrook
Angeles, Cal, of an Italian father and
NATURE
OF
HOUSE-WARMING
Rockland
—
Charles
Howard
Berry,
if the trolley line returned this week
American mother. His education was
from a vacation trip to Dorchester and
entrusted to Achilla Alberti of that Conrad Cote Howard and Charles C.
Wotton.
city. His debut was made in Los An
Old Custom in England of Setting Out vicinity. Jim Harrington substituted
• • • •
for him.
geles with a local traveling opera
Meal for Entertainment
Farmington Normal School began
company, with whicn he continued for
of New Neighbors.
the balance of the season Enthused its 57th year last week, with the lar
FRANK A. CLAPP'S WILL
■with the singing profess on, and de gest entering class in its history. The
An
ancient
custom
ls
still
main

siring to get ahead in his chosen new Knox county students are Lillian
Hattie F. Dillon, for 30 years a
field, but lacking funds, Chamlee sang Bartlett of Rockport, Mary Buttomer tained in some parts of England on
for many weeks in vaudeville in cities of Rockland and Corinne Sawyer of midsummer eve; every housekeeper domestic in the family of the late
who ln the course of the year has Frank F. Clapp of Malden, is to re
from the Mississippi River west to the Camden.
• • • *
changed his residence into a new ceive $5000 and household gifts, ac
Pacific Coast This enabled him to
The fall term of the 118th year of neighborhood spreads a table before cording to provision made in Mr.
come East for continued study, but
when these savings were exhausted, he Hebron Academy began last week with his door ln the street with bread, Clapp’s will. Besides the donations to
again accepted an engagement of four Prof. James D, Howlett, former prin cheese und ale for those who choose his servant Mr. Clapp leaves $8000 to
his son, Austin Clapp of Malden, and
teen weeks in New York's most pop cipal of Medford, Mass. High School to resort to It.
$5000 to his daughter, Mrs. Mildred
ular picture play house, The Rialto. as principal. Attending the academy
The thought cannot but arise that C. Roberts.
Besides various other
Then came the opportunity for a tour this year are quite a number of new
to
relatives
and
friends,
xvith another opera company, followed students from different parts of the if this custom were prevalent In the gifts
by a trans-continental tour witn An United States. Principal Howlett in United States a vast number of our Mr. Clapp leaves $100 to the First
tonio Scotti’s Opera Company, and ends to have a private conference citizens would be entertaining their Baptist church, Damariscotta in mem
finally on the stage of the Metropoli with each student at least once a friends and neighbors in the street, ory of his parents.
tan Opera House, where he has month. He has many fine ideas, owing to the number of removals
achieved his most notable successes which, when they materialize, will which have taken place in the last
in the roles of Cavaradossi in “Tosca" tend to make Hebron a remarkable year or two.
the Duke in "Rigoletto," parts which school.
' ln Ireland on this day there are al
first established the late Enrico Ca
so remnants of the sun-worshipers.
ruso in the hearts of the New York
Losses by Poisonous Plant*.
According to Rev. Donald McQueen
public.
Estimates made In many localities “the Irish have ever been worshipers
Mario Chamlee is now thirty-three
Indicate that the average loss of of the fire and of Baal, and are so to
years of age. In comparing the early
careers of the two singers they seem range animals ns a result of feeding this day. The chief festival in honor
to have undergone the same experi on poisonous plants Is as great as of the sun nnd fire Is upon the 21st of
ences, even in the military training, 3 to 5 per cent, while ln some range June (23d?) when the sun arrives at
for while Caruso joined the Italian slates tlie percentage Is much higher, the summer solstice, or, rather, begins
Army, Chamlee was in the great ln Colorado, the losses amount to Its retrograde motion. We were told
American Army during the recent about *1.000.000 annually, while sheep
world conflict and served with it in raisers T. Wyoming nave placed their that at midnight we should see a
the French campaigns. Both live in unnun! loss vs high ns 14.6 per cent singular sight and accordingly at mid
night fires began to appear nnd the
millions of homes on phonograph!’ of their hocks
Specialists of the Uni
people danced about them and made
records. Is America coming into its
ted States Departure,;! cf Agriculture
own in producing the greatest musi
their sons and daughters and cattle
point : nt titai t iese losses, to a large
cal talent?
pass through the fire."—Chicago Jour
extent, an of mature animals. De
nal.
partment
Bulletin
573
tells
how
to
THE PASSION PLAY
By being
identify many of the plants that have
That Word “Hospital."
Thirty performances of the Passion caused thousands of animals to sicken
the
it
Play at Obergammergau will be given and die. It also gives methods of
One of the features of an ancient
of coal each
at its revival in 1922, according to an treatment
for
animals
poisoned
Roman home were the “hospitaiia,”
announcement received by Thomas through eating such plants.
or apartments set aside for strangers,
wonderful
Cook & Son, tourist managers, who
or "hospes.” Hence, in its original
have been appointed sole official for
Wrong Idea About Moon.
meaning the word "hospital” was ap
eign agents for the play. The first
The popular Impression that the plied to places where strangers were
performance will take place on May
full moon has the power to clear received and kindly entertained. The
11 and the last on Nov. 24.
The cast will not be selected until iway clouds disappears slowly, not commonly restricted use of the terra
October. It is probable, however, that withstanding the almost unanimous to designate places where sick strang
Anton Lang, who played the role of pronouncement of modern naturalists ers were received was an after de
Christus in both 1900 and 1910, will 'gainst it. This may be largely due velopment.
have that part. Ottilie Zwink, who o the fact that so great an authority
The word came to us directly from
played Mary in 1910, has married in his day as Sir John Herschel re
the French, who got it from the Ro
since that time, and, as no married garded the idea as probably correct,
woman is permitted to enact that role, tfter a study of the Greenwich ob- mans. It Is derived, of course, from
the same root as “hospitable.” The
another actress must be selected
-ervntion, it was suggested that the name “Hospitaler” was home with
Eighty-two men from Oberammergau
were killed during the war, but they impression may be due to the fact pride by several seml-rellgious and
were chiefly minor actors and mu bat a change from the cloudy to the semi-military orders, like the Knights
sicians, most of the leading actors in lenr state Is much more likely to of St. John or the Knights of Malta,
the Passion Play being beyond the ittract attention when there is a full who made it a business to relieve the
military age when the war broke out noon In tlie sky, nnd many meteor- poor, the strangers and the sick.
The last time that the play was given logists agree with this.—Christian
It ls worth noting that the first
wias in 1910, and as for a long period science Monitor.
“hospital" for diseased men and ani
the performances have taken place
every ten years It should normally
Those small ads ln The Courier- mals was established by the Buddhists
have been revived last year. Because Gazette are read by every body. That la Hindustan.
of conditions resulting from the war '8 why they are so popular and
bring Immediate returna.
however, its levival was impossible.
Whittle Governs Wall Street.
“Ah, they go hy the whistle here,
too," observed the factory hand from
up-state vlsitiDg in Wall street.
“Yes,” said his city cousin, “that's
tlie truth. I suppose the majority, or
at least a large proportion, of the
boys in Wall Street were born in the
country, and lived ln some country
town before hitting the trail to the
an older person, but in
In thousands of homes,
btg city. In the country town every
a “line” is drawn at the
many cases the nervous
body goes by the factory whistle. One
system and allied bodily
breakfast table. Tea or
doesn't see many clocks In Wall
street or any factories with whistles
functions will become
coffee is served for
to guide the ‘boys' during lunch hour,
“grown-ups” and Postum
weakened. The surest
but there's a building being tom down.
for children. But some
way to avoid such pos
And every wrecking crew ls assisted
sibilities is to quit coffee
parents do not discrimin
by n dummy steam engine. Well, you
entirely and drink Postum
ate. Caffeine and tannin,
see the wreckers lay off work at noon
instead.
The
change
per

the injurious contents of
for lunch, and so do a majority of the
mits you to get sound,
coffee and tea. seriously
Wall Streeters. Therefore when the
restful
sleep.
retard the development of
dummy engine blows Its whistle to
the delicate nerve tissues
cnll the wrecking crew back to labor,
Postum is the wellthe Wall Streeter returns to his office.”
in children.
known, meal-time bever
—New York Sun.
.

Every-Other-Day

more

-AFTER
EVERY
MEAL”

The new sugar coated
chewing gum
which everybody
likes—you will,
too.
delicious peppermint
flavored sugar Jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your appetite and dises*
tion, polish your teeth and moisten
your throat.
Q122
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THE FLAVOR LASTS
THE MONTVILLE FAIR

PARK THEATRE

The third annual cattle show and fair
of the St. George Agricultural Society '
will be in Montville, today and Wed
nesday. The program:
First day—Gentlemen's driving race,
one-half mile to wagon, for 25 bushels
oats: 2.20 pace, 2.17 trot, purse, $150:
3-minute class, trot or pace, purse
$100.
Second day—2.24 pace, 2.21 trot,
purse $125;
Farmer’s race, mixed,
one-half mjle for horses without rec
ords, purse $50; free for all, purse
$300. '
A large number of horses have been
entered. Lieut. Maxim will give ex
hibitions in his airplane and will take
up passengers if conditions are favor
able.

What was the secret of the tre
mendous power exerted by Blizzard
over everybody he met? Why did
Rose, the secret service operative de
tailed to spy on Blizzard and ferret
out his secret, end by falling in love
with him? See “The Penalty” today.
The conspirators who sought to de
prive Miriam Cantey. an invalid heir
ess, of her estate, met their downfall
at the hands of a reporter for a news
paper as is shown in “The Passionate
Pilgrim,” which will be the feature
attraction Wednesday.
The management has booked a big
special for Thursday and Friday—
"Hearts of the World.” The Boston

American said: "Like former Griffith
productions, this was mounted on a
grand scale. The march of the French
army, war-worn and grim, to the tune
of The Marseillaise, drove the great
audience with enthusiasm. Contains a
pulsating and never-to-be-forgotten
love story and personal adventures of
the most wonderful and thrilling
character."
EDGECOMB'S EYESORE

Before another summer the highway
between Bath and Rockland, through
Edgecomb, should be put in good con
dition. That pirce of road is in fear
ful shape and with the amount of
travel going and coming over that
route it should receive attention.—Bath
Times.

enwoo

|Don’t Be Extravagant.______

too economical—think of the cost of doing without. The older the stove
wastes, not only in food and patience but in fuel. Saving a few pounds
day means hundreds of pounds in a year. A Modern Glenwood gives
results with the smallest amount of fuel. Get one and start saving now.

This Glenwood is shown in the wonderful pearl grey porcelain
enamel finish—so neat and attractive. By simply passing a
damp cloth over the surface you are able to clean your range
Instantly. No more soiled hands, no more dust and smut
It banishes the old time task of blacking the range. Picture
the splendid appearance it would make in your kitchen.

Do you discriminate at the dining
table—or are you thoughtless?

Consequently, instead
of rich, satisfying Postum,
children are over stimu
lated by the drugs in tea
and coffee; and so may
grow up irritable and
nervous. Any doctor can
tell you that this is a
great evil and should be
corrected.

Although some par
ents feel a certain justifi
cation for the personal
indulgence in coffee, yet
the harm to them may
be equally serious.
It
may take a little while
longer for the drugs in
coffee and tea to affect

age. Like thousands of
others you will like it be
cause, in flavor, it is
much like a high-grade
coffee.

Do away with the dis
tinction at the table.
Serve delicious Postum,
piping hot, to all the fam
ily. One week’s trial and
it is likely that you’ll never
return to tea and coffee.
Postum comes in> two
forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, lor those v’ho pre
fer to make the drink while the
me.-.l is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minutes.

Postum Tor He alt h
"There's a Reason

Public-Spirited Citizen.
“Mr. Gadspur, I understand you are
going to run for office.”
“It's all a mistake, sir."
“Indeed?”
“Yes, the fnct that I've been getting
my name in the paper quite often here
of late is merely due to my interest ln
street paving, traffic laws, pernicious
movies and one thing and another. X
haven't the slightest intention of try
ing to capitalize my enthusiasm.”—
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Difficulties Have Value.
A happiness that Is quite undis
turbed becomes tiresome; we must
have our ups and downs; the diffi- :
cultles which are mingled with love !
awaken passion and increase pleas
ure.

BE A BOOSTER!
TRADE AT HOME!
TAKE THE HOME PAPER!

[Call to-day and see for yonraelf how a modern
[Glenwood Range “Makes Cooking Easy”

Burpee Furniture Co., Rockland

